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EXECUTIVE'S V1EW
Leveraging Our Resources
Our voice is being heard; our presence felt
s you read the annual report for 1994 in this issue
of the HSUS Ne>t·s (see page 19), you cannot
help but to notice how frequently The HSUS.
HSI, and EarthKind are influencing governmental agencies and various organizations as we advance our animalprotection and environmental programs and activities.
Either in cooperation with or as a catalyst within these
agencies and organizations, we are increasingly becoming a potent force in shaping their policies and practices.
Many of these bodies heretofore have not been ethically
responsive to the well-being of nonhuman creatures and
their environments.
Our voice is being heard and our presence felt in the
World Bank, the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.
the International Whaling Commission, the American
Red Cross, and the European Union. To say that we are
always welcome in such circles of power and influence
would be wishful thinking- but we are respected. Because our message is ethically right and technically sound.
we are having an influence on many decisions and actions
that otherwise would not reflect the needs
of animals and their environments.
We are able to accomplish all this for a
number of reasons, not least of which is
the high degree of professionalism we
bring to the table. For the past several
years, The HSUS has been building a
staff of highly trained and extremely com-

A

peten in ,.Yicual· . ·randouts among their peers in every
\\·ay. \\-~ ~~ -;JO long r categorized as a collection of"animal
·c..:.c-rs" or ··posy sniffers," but as an organization
that h - !-::-OY"" ir ·elf apable of shaping the future for animals
itats that sustain them.
o:.::c-::- :-~ 'On \\TI\' \\·e have reached a new level of eff,
·Yc-:::; ... ~s :s :b."" imel\' and direct fashion in which we
now ·o:::::.::::::rJ:Ji ·at"' our message. Through our publications. o..: :n"'d:a ~oma ts. our in-depth and hard-hitting
our effective lobbying, we are leveraging o ·- :-... ~ :-~::- ~ ro make a radical difference for animals.
Ti "" n.-c· i - affiliates- HSI, EarthKind, the Nario ..-\s.: ;:i .o or Humane and Environmental Edua."o:::.. ~e ("'::..· er :or Respect of Life and Environment,
the :~ " ·oL2.1 C mer for Earth Concerns, and the
H C~ L.C2~ :=..and Trust- are known and respected by
\\·e enter. Regardless of the form
:::- :""=.;:e ..,-. ~ -our message is clear and unequivocal:
· -..\.c - --' -·- " 1 oppose at every level the abuse and
=~ g o:-:.--;- " -. It is a message not easily ignored.
Yo~- ::::::e::::: rs . supporters , and friends now
o::-=- -'.. ~ - c;\1) ;:::illjon strong- make possible our work
rograms. Without your personal
· ~arion and support, your unflagging
and encouragement, we
-o
not succeed. Because of you, and
v:iers like you, we shall continue to
:;'=-e-5- for the day when the abuse and
~-=~:-rn g of animals becomes a concern
0:- ill humankind.
•

John A. H an.
Chi.:.-:::..
.
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THE ANIMAL Damage Control Program
(ADC), a branch of
the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Ani- j
mal and Plant Health
Inspection
(APHIS),
animals, primarily
for the protection of
agri_culture (see the 1~ ,
Spnng 1995 HSUS · ~
News). In March the
program released

(' long-awaited record of decision, which charts a course
for the future of the ADC.
Recently ADC officials
have made public promises
to increase the use of nonlethal controls and reduce
the nonselective and inhumane killing for which the
ADC is well known. The
record of decision makes it
clear that APHIS
endorses
the
current program,
thereby ensuring

that the killing of ,,·ildlife ''ill
continue to mcrease. The
HSUS is considering legal action in response to this deci Slon .

THE

HSUS'S tlu·ee-yea r
into
canned
inwstigation
hunts (in which customers pay
a fee to kill animals who arc
trapped in man -made enclosures) is paying legislative dividends. Thi - ,·ear Texas and
Virginia pas ed laws banning
some types of canned hunts,
and similar bills are pending in

IN MEMORIAM: JAMES HERRIOT 1916-1995

H

e was one of the greatest
storytellers of all time,
and as a teller of stories about
animals, he has no modem
peer. Radio commentator and
storyteller Paul Harvey once
remarked to me, " Of all the
persons in the world I would
most like to meet, James Herriot stands first in line."
Born in Sunderland in the
north of England in 1916 and
raised in Glasgow, James Alford Wight became a veterinarian and compassionate
caregiver to anin1als in the
magnificent hills and dales of
Yorkshire. He was best
known for his several books
about his experiences with
animals, W1·itten under the
name James Herriot.
In 1985 Paul Harvey urged
me to consider a way in
which The HSUS could honor this outstanding author and
veterinarian. Thus was born
the HSUS James Heni ot
Award, to be given annually
to a person or agency who,
through communication with
the public, has helped to promote and inspire an apprecia-
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tion of and a concern for animals.
A few HSUS members
joined my wife, Trudy, and
me on a trip to Yorkshire in
1987 to inaugurate this award,
in company with James Herriot and his wife, Joan. From
that occasion grew a personal
friendship I shall cherish
through the years to come.
It has been said that James
Herriot inspired more young
people to enter the veterinary
profession than did any other

per son or circum ta nce.
Without a doubr_ he \Yanned
the hearts and spirits of million who arne to lm·e and
respect thi gifted storyteller,
who introdu ed them to a
ne,,· world of animals.
Jame- H niot died February _3_ 199.:: . H leaves a
legacy no soon o be forgotten. for it i a !ega y of love,
compas ion. and respect for
- of the world,
all the crea
grear and small.-John A.
Hoyt, HSL S chit; executive

James Herriot receives the James HetTiOf medal from John A.
Hoyt, then president ofThe HSCS. in lorkshire in 19 7_

several other states.
While The HSUS 1s encow·aged by the flurry of state
activity, we believe federal
legislation is needed. We have
worked with Rep. George
Brown of California and Rep.
Porter Goss of Florida to introduce H.R. 1202, a bill prohibiting interstate trade in captive exotic animals for canned
hunts.
The HSUS hopes that a
Senate companion bill will be
introduced and that the House
Judiciary Committee will hold
a hearing on the issue of
canned hunts later this year.
HSUS members can voice
their opinions. Write to Congress: ask your representative
(The Honorable _ _ , U.S.
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC 20515) to
cosponsor H.R. 1202; ask your
senators
(The
Honorable
_ _ , U.S. Senate, Washington, DC 2051 0) to introduce a
companion bill to H.R. 1202.

THE HSUS is celebrating
National Farm Animals
Awareness Week September
17- 23, 1995, with a contest to
generate ideas and encourage
creative participation by individuals and organizations. The
prizes and categories are as
follows:
o $1 ,000 to the individual or
organization that carries out
the most innovative event or
activity celebrating the week
and raising public awareness
offarm animals.
o $750 to the individual or organization that attracts the best
media coverage of the week.
Television, radio, and print
coverage of the week in general or of particular sponsored
events qualifies.
o $250 for the most innovative
idea for an activity or event to
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

· their contributions
\ in science, educa" ·: tion, the arts, and
I
the huma?iti~s)
· • from the Uruvers1ty
of Bucharest and the
;. President's Distin. guished
Ministry
'"""'_.,.., Award from the School
of Theology at Claremont (in
California). The second award
specifically recognized Mr.
Hoyt as the builder of an organization- The HSUS- that responds to the scriptural call to
care for animals and the Earth,
bringing the humane message
to the American public and
theological community, and
teaching the animal-protection
community to recognize the
spiritual and social dimensions
of compassion for our fellow
creatures.

i;

FOLLOWING AN HSUS/
HSI undercover investigation
into bear farming and trade in
China and Taiwan (see the
Spring 1995 HSUS News),
Congress is considering legislation that will do two things:
stop the U.S. importation of
bear viscera and products and
The deadline for entries is clamp down on the slaughter
November 1, 1995. For more of U.S. bears for the domestic
information about the week
and international trade
or for information on enter- l'5ii!l&·~··~.,..
in bear gallbladders
ing the contest, contact the
and bile (which are
used in traditional
HSUS Bioethics and Farm
Chinese medicine).
Animal Protection section.
The trade in
bear products
JOHN A. HOYT,
chief executive of The
\ threatens all
HSUS and president of
't , eight species
HSI, was recognized
· ~ of bear and
with two awards in
~ is endemic
May: a Doctor
' in this coun. l try and overHonoris Causa
. seas. Bear
(the highpoaching in
est degree
· the United
awarded to
distinguished
rise-some forty
world leaders for
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

ESA: SPECIES PROFILE
AT RISK: CANADA LYNX
THREATS: Trap-

ping and habitat
destruction. The
high prices offered for lynx
pelts in the 1970s
and 1980s led to a
steep population decline. Lynx habitat has
been dramatically reduced by
fire fighting, clear-cutting,
and intensive timber management. Roads built for logging open the habitat to trappers and poachers.
POPULATION: Once occupied the northern United
States from New England to
the Pacific Northwest, and
down the Rocky Mountains
from Canada to Colorado.
Now few lynx live in the

United States; the larstable population (thirty) is
in eastern Washington State.

species as endangered
or threatened, but the U.S .
Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) recently rejected a
petition cosponsored by The
HSUS to place the species
on the federal endangered
species list. This petition was
supported by FWS biologists
but was rejected by the FWS
Washington, D.C., officeprobably because of fears
that a new listing would provide arrnnunition to the
ESA's opponents.
0

Many animals depend on the Endangered Species Act (ESA)
for their survival. Here we focus on a species whose fate is
linked with that ofthe ESA itself

thousand bears are killed annually.
The Black Bear Protection
Act (H.R. 353) was introduced
in January by Rep. John Porter
of Illinois; a Senate version of
the bill is being drafted and
will soon be introduced by
Sen. Mitch McConnell Jr. of
Kentucky. Although the act focuses primarily on the export
of American black-bear viscera, The HSUS is working
with members of Congress to
broaden the scope of the legislation and ensure that it addresses the import, export, and
domestic sale of viscera from
all bear species.

DID YOU GET a postcard
in your mailbox early in June?
Postcards containing tips about
dog-bite prevention, safety
around dogs, and responsible
pet ownership were to be
mailed to every address in the
country as part of National
Dog Bite Prevention Week. a
cooperative effort of The
HSUS and the U.S . Postal Service. The HSUS and the postal
service hope this educational
campaign will help not just
letter carriers. ~·h o are among
the most common victim s of
dog bites (there are millions of
cases annually), but other dogbite victims as wel l.

•1
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UP FRONT

Keiko, ofFree Willy fame, in his pool at a Mexican marine park: The HS -sis committed to assuring a better future for Keiko and for other captive whales and dolphins. san
HSUS President Paul G. Irwin.

MARINE MAMMALS

A Happy Ending to Keiko's Story?
Foundations goal: restore movie star to health

T

he movie Free Willy touched the
hearts of millions of people around
the world when it debuted in 1993.
But it was the story behind the story that
inspired outrage and action.
In the film an orca named "Willy" finally makes a triumphant escape from a
theme park to his home in the sea. In real
life, "Keiko," the orca who played the part
of Willy, was languishing in a tiny pool at
a Mexican marine park. His condition inspired a flood of demands to "Free
Keiko."
Now it looks as though Keiko's story,
like Willy's, will have a happy ending. After more than a year of negotiations and
other efforts, led by Dave Phillips, executive director of Earth Island Institute, and
with the support of individuals, including
celebrities, and organizations, including
The HSUS, an agreement has been
reached to move Keiko to a ne~ facility,

where he can be restored to health. Then,
it is hoped, he can be returned to the sea to
join the whale family fro m which he was
taken more than a decade ago. If successful, this would be the first time a captive
orca has been returned to the wild.
The building of Keiko's new home at
the Oregon Coast Aquarium, as well as
Keiko 's move to the facility and his rehabilitation, will be carried out under the direction of the Free Willy Foundation. Paul
G. Irwin, HSUS president and a member
of the foundation 's board of directors,
says The HSUS is committed to assuring
a better future for Keiko and for other
whales and dolphins suffering in captivity.
In fact, The HSUS has long opposed
the capture of whales and dolphins for
display and has actively campaigned for
state and federal legislation that would
protect marine mammals from such incarceration. Until now there have been few

options for animals already in captivity.
Although there is abundant evidence that
captive whales and dolphins live much
shorter, more stressful lives than
cetaceans in the wild, few captive
cetaceans have been successfully rehabilitated and released to their ocean homes.
The techniques of such a complex procedure have not been developed nor have
the animals' requirements been adequately
understood.
According to Mr. Irwin, the facility being constructed in Oregon will be more
than a way station for Keiko. It will be the
focal point for progressive scientific study
under the aegis of a new institute, with
The HSUS coordinating the effort. The
purpose of the institute is to develop protocols for the rehabilitation and reintroduction to the wild of captured whales
and dolphins and those living free who
become stranded or injured. It is hoped
that eventually the work of the institute
will lead to the release of captive-born
cetaceans as well.
The HSUS will be making a significant contribution in expertise and financial resources to support the work of the
institute. We are committed, too, to participating in the initial capital campaign
needed to build the facility and move
Keiko .
One way HSUS members can help us
reach our goal is to order the special "Free
Willy" adoption kit featured on the back
cover of this issue. All the proceeds from
the sale of the kits will be directed to the
Free Willy Foundation.
Initial funding for the foundation came
from a generous donation from Warner
Bros. and the Craig and Wendy McCaw
Foundation. Richard Donner and Lauren
Shuler Donner, executive producer and
producer of both Free Willy and its sequel,
Free Willy 2-The Adventure Home, have
been leaders in the effort to free Keiko
and protect other marine mammals. We
will honor the Donners with our James
Herriot Award at the 1995 HSUS annual
symposium- see page 27.
Keiko's journey home is expected to
begin in November, when he will be transported by cargo jet to Oregon. Under the
care of a veterinarian, he will recuperate
in a specially designed pool four times the
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995
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size of his current home.
Although visitors will be able to see
Ke iko from an underwater vantage point,
his performing days will be over. Instead,
he will be trained in the skills needed to
survive in the wild.
Effmis are already under way to identify Keiko's family, known as a pod, in the

waters off Iceland. The hope is that Keiko
will one day be reunited with his pod.
Whatever his fate, Keiko will live on-as a
symbol of captive whales and dolphins
who may be set free through the work of
the institute- in the hearts of the millions
of people who cared, first, about a whale
called Willy.
D

WILDLIFE

Trouble for American Turtles
Export trade exposes species to exploitation
ention American wildlife, and
bison, moose, and bald eagles
immediately come to mind. But
the United States is also home to animals
who, although barely noticed, are nonetheless important and fascinating members of the American wildlife landscape.
Turtles are some of these often overlooked creatures. Only the careful observer will see turtles plodding slowly through
forest underbrush or basking on a rock
along a river bank. Few have tried to un-

M

derstand turtles-or to consider the importance of turtles to American ecosystems.
Turtles have inhabited the Earth for
more than 200 million years-longer than
any mammal. The turtle's most recognizable feature, its shell, has remained unchanged for millions of years. The upper
part of the shell, the carapace, typically
consists of about fifty bones. The carapace, along with the lower part of the
shell, the plastron, protects the turtle's vital organs, much the way the human rib

An immature green turtle swims off the coast of Hawaii: ifpresent trends continue, all
American turtles will be threatened with extinction by the year 2000.
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

Box turtles for sale in France: at least six
million American turtles are exported annually, mostly to Europe and Asia.
cage protects human organs.
The United States has fifty-six species
of turtles. The smallest is the bog turtle of
the eastern United States, which grows to
only 4 1/2 inches in length; the largest is
the leatherback sea turtle, which lives in
tropical and subtropical seas, can be
found as far north as Alaska, and grows to
more than 6 feet. Whether fresh-water
aquatic, sea dwelling, or terrestrial, all turtles lay their eggs on land. American turtles are active from April to October; they
usually lay their eggs in June and July and
the eggs hatch in August and September.
In winter, turtles hibernate under water,
soil, or plant debris. A day in the life of a
turtle consists of sleeping, basking in the
sun, and eating; most species are onmivorous. Turtles live longer than any other
vertebrate- some have lived for 150
years!
In recent years it has become clear that
America's turtles are in trouble: their populations are declining at ala1ming rates . If
the trend continues, all American turtles
will be threatened with extinction by the
year 2000. Human capture of wild turtles
is one of the leading causes of turtle-

5

The most commonly traded American turtles are red-eared sliders. Hundreds of thousands of sliders are removed fi"om the wild each year for turtle-farm breeding stock

population declines. Each year millions of
American turtles are sold in the U.S. pet
trade; nearly two million American households have at least one pet turtle. Few turtles survive for long after they are purchased, because many buyers do not know
how to provide them with the proper diet
and environmental conditions.
At least six million American turtles
are exported annually, mostly to Europe
and Asia. Such turtles die by the thousands every year during air transport, due
to improper packaging and poor treatment
prior to shipment. Some turtles are
shipped in cardboard boxes and may be
crushed to death under the weight of other
turtles or of boxes stacked on top of them.
Many exported turtles are wounded, dehydrated, or diseased. Turtles imported for
the U.S. pet trade also suffer and die in
large numbers under similar conditions.
The most commonly traded American
turtles by far are red-eared sliders. These
aquatic turtles, who can reach 10 inches in
length, are native to the southeastern
United States. Most traded sliders are
raised on "farms," many of which are located in Louisiana. Hundreds of thousands of sliders are removed from the
wild each year to provide breeding stock
for these farms. The HSUS is concerned
about the filthy, overcrowded conditions
6

too often endured by these turtles; the
detrimental impact that removal is having
on wild slider populations; and the deplorable conditions under which too many
turtles are reared.
Other American tmtles are captured
from the wild for domestic or fore ign sal e.
Some wild populations of one commonly
traded land turtle, the American box tur-

tie, have been ravaged by collectors. In recent years more than twenty-six thousand
wild-caught American box turtles have
been exported annually; thousands more
were sold in the United States. American
box turtles, who can reach up to 8 inches
in length, are native to most states except
those in the far north and west. Collectors
take the large, sexually mature, reproductively active adults, leaving wild populations depleted of breeders. This is particularly damaging to box turtle populations
since the turtles can take five to twenty
years to become sexually mature and lay
only two to eight eggs per year. Although
many states ban collection of box turtles
for the pet trade, the legal trade in other
states provides a cover for a substantial illegal trade in turtles from states that have
bans. Last year box turtles were given
some protection from international trade
by the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES). However, several turtle
dealers in Louisiana have received permission from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, which regulates CITES in the
United States, to export a total of ten
thousand box turtles in 1995. The HSUS
is opposed to such cruel and unjustified
trade.- Teresa M. Telecky, Ph.D. , HSUS
director, Wildlife Trade Program

HERE'S WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP TURTLES:
•If you see a turtle in the wild, leave
him/her there. If you see a turtle trying
to cross a road, stop and help; many
thousands of turtles are killed on roads
every year. Take injured turtles to a
wildlife rehabilitator.
•Never buy a turtle captured from the
wild or raised under inhumane conditions on turtle "farms."
•Don't buy a turtle less than 4 inches in
length; the U.S. government has made
sales of such turtles illegal due to the
possibility of salmonella poisoning.
•Don't purchase products made from
turtles.
•If you have a turtle as a pet, be a responsible caretaker. Never release a captive turtle into the wild unless you are a

qualified wildlife rehabilitator. Captive
turtles may not be able to survive in the
wild or may introduce diseases into wild
populations. Make sure you are fully informed about the special dietary and environmental needs of the turtle in your
care; such needs can be difficult and expensive to meet. Having a pet turtle can
be a lifetime commitment.
HSUS/HSI has produced a preliminary report, "Live Freshwater Turtle and
Tortoise Trade in the United States,"
available for the cost of postage. Send a
stamped, self-addressed, nine-by-twelveinch envelope ($2.25 postage) to the
HSUS Wildlife and Habitat Protection
section (HSUS, 2100 L St., NW, Washington, DC 20037).
0
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JU~ Ji J~ fYTU fJ\ ~ 1J\ ff) J LJ\ l
The H SU S is offering members a fifteen-day Journey
of Awareness ,,·iJdlife ecotour in spring 1996 to Kenya
and Tanzania.
Decide no\\· to join us on thi s exclusive journey, accompanied b~- an H SU S leader, an e:x.'Pert naturalist,
and top local guides. Sta)· in comfortable accommodations far off the usual track and m eet vvith leaders in
the \\ildlife-protection and research fields.
The ecotour is limited

to

fifteen participants. The cost

includes land and air from :--Jew York and the services
of an H SU S tour escort. For more information call the
"Journeys" desk at 1- 00- 223 -6078 , e:x.1:. 3 14, or for
Ne"· York residents, (212 ) 765 -4870 , ext. 3 14.
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Put Your

PET'S

Picture on a Mug.
And support

The Humane Society of the United States*

*

Nearly 40% of each sale is donated to The HSUS

• Fully Guaranteed
• Non-pet Pictures are OK
• Full Color

The HSUS logo is on the back of each mug

•
•
•
•

Ceramic 11oz. mug
Dishwasher safe
Microwave safe
Pictures returned with mug(s)

r-------------------------------------,
I
1
Order Form:

1
1

Name:

Address:
: City

I

No. of pictures enclosed
No. of mugs ordered

@

Shipping and handling (per mug)
D.C. Residents add 7.5% tax

State

Zip _ _

$12.95
$1.95

Total enclosed

$
$
$
$ ----

Pl ease print on the back of each picture your name , address and the number of mugs to be made from that pi cture.
3615 Wisconsin Ave. , NW,

1 Mai l the picture (s) along with p ay ment , in a sturd y enve lope to: A+ School Mugs,
Washington, DC 20016 Make checks payable to: A+ School Mugs Allow 4 weeks for delivery
L
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BY VIRGINIA BOLLINGER

Shetland pony with painfully diseased feet struggles to keep her balance as the
truck rounds a sharp curve. She has been loaded alongside a huge draft horse, who
towers over her. On the second tier of the truck, a tall Thoroughbred gelding maneuvers for a comfortable position; the low ceiling prevents him from standing upright. Nearby, a fourteen-year-old blind mare stands with her head down, blood
· oozing from a severe injury to her left eye.
The horses on this truck are perilously close to a painful, brutal end to their
lives, but their journey toward death is about to be interrupted. In just over an hour

HSUS INVESTIGATORS INTERVENE

IN NEW YORK STATE ·
TO SAVE A TRUCKLOAD OF HORSES
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they will be spared the fate awaiting
.
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hundred~ o(thou~ands
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of less fortunate ani-
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mals at slaughter plants across this country and Canada.
The year-long undercover HSUS investigation of a New York- based ldller buyer-someone who purchases horses as a supplier for slaughterhouses-came to a
dramatic conclusion on March 22, 1995. On that day HSUS Investigations and
Equine Protection staff, working with New York State Police and the Central

~e

York SPCA, carried out an operation that resulted in the arrest of the driYer of the
double-decker livestock truck and the confiscation of his load of horses bound for
slaughter in Canada.
"He's loading!" The call had come at 6 o' clock that Tuesday night: a doubledecker had pulled onto the Chenango County buyer's property and was backing up
to a holding pen containing approximately forty horses.
Some distance away in Syracuse, HSUS staff sprang into action. We had only a

HA~TED

BELOW: THE USUS'S JAMES NOE
REASSURES A MUI.E UNLOADED
FROM THE TRUCK. RIGHT: THE
PONY KNOWN AS PEANUT SUFFERED FROM DISEASED FEET. OPPOSITE: MR. NOE COMfORTS PEA·
NUT, WHO SPENT THE fiRST DAYS
AFTER HER RESCUE LYING DOWN.

few hours to notify the numerous agencies
and volunteers who were standing by that
the buyer's truck was on the move. There
was a sense of excitement coupled with a
small dose of panic; we had not expected
our target to move until the following night.
After months of preparation and expectation, we could hardly believe that we were
only hours away from rescuing a truckload
of horses from the horrible fate we had witnessed during previous investigations (see
the Fall 1994 HSUS News).
This investigation began in early 1994,
when The HSUS received information
from a confidential source that drivers for
a Chenango County buyer were illegally
transporting horses to slaughter in a double-decker livestock truck. (New York
State law prohibits transporting horses on
both tiers of a double-decker.)
In September HSUS investigators had
followed the buyer's double-decker truck
on a grueling trip from Chenango County,
in upstate New York, to a slaughter plant in
Quebec. Undercover investigators had obtained entry to the plant and there documented that it, like all others we had seen,
10

used objectionab le methods of stunning slaughterbound horses. In one instance captured on hi dden
camera, a large white horse
had to be shot three times
with a .22 rifle before he
was rendered unconsc ious.
Video footage also showed
a plant worker identifying
states from which t he horses
had originated: Pennsylvania, New York, Vennont,
and Michigan.
Following that trip. The
HSUS decided to anempt
to catch a dJ.iver \\·orking
for the buyer violating the
New York State horsetranspmi law. The next few
months were spent documenting the buyer's activities and coordinating the participation of law-enforcement
agencies, animal-protection agencies. and
volunteers. Exclusive national media coverage of the story was given to the Entertainment & Sports Programming Network
(ESPN), which planned to focus its story
on racehorses going to slaughter.
The loaded truck pulled off the buyer's
property at 10:45 p.m. HSUS Gulf States
Regional Director James Noe, HSUS Investigator Robert Reder, and an ESPN
camera crew followed in a vehicle at a distance, staying in contact via cellular phone
with Marc Paulhus, HS US director of
equine protection, and me, as we waited
with New York state troopers and Central
New York SPCA staff along the interstate.
Just before midnight, the truck barreled
past the exit where the troopers and the animal-protection staff waited, and headed
into Syracuse. Three police cars swung in
behind it, followed by a convoy made up of
HSUS vehicles, a Central New York SPCA
van, and the ESPN crew. Just inside the
Syracuse city limits, the troopers turned on
their flashing lights and pulled the truck

over. The scene attracted a great deal of attention from motorists and generated a lot
of CB-radio conversation among passing
truckers curious about what was going on.
As the police officers questioned the
driver, HSUS investigators and Central
New York SPCA cruelty officer Betsy
Puffer prepared to inspect the truck. Big
brown eyes peered out at us between the
slats in the trailer as we shined flashlights
into the interior compartments. We were
greeted by a few soft nickers as we reached
in to pat the horses pressed against the
sides. Although we could see relatively little, it was evident that we were going to be
dealing with at least a few injured animals.
The truck was escorted to the state fairgrounds, where arrangements had been
made to board the horses temporarily. Local media had converged on the scene after
learning of the impending action only
hours earlier; reporters and camera crews
were everywhere. Volunteers from the
Central New York SPCA and the Humane
Society of Rochester and Monroe County
had erected temporary fencing. Generators
and portable lights were set up to illumiHSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

B:tUEPRINT
FOR PROTECTION
ENACTMENT OF A LAW OR REGlJLA-

nate the scene. When it was discovered that
the truck was not equipped with an offloading ramp (a violation for which the driver
was later charged), the volunteers built a
safe alternative.
The truck's compartments were opened
one by one. The Shetland pony and the
massive draft horse were led out of the
truck, to the disbelief of onlookers, who
knew that transporting such mismatched
animals leaves the smaller one at risk of
being trampled by the larger. Several beautiful Thoroughbreds sailed through the
door. The ESPN crew videotaped the veterinarians as they examined the Thoroughbreds and read the identifying numbers tattooed on their upper lips.
Then everything came to a standstill for
a tense forty-five minutes as a group of
fractious young ponies tested the skill and
courage of the handlers struggling to unload them. A huge, ungainly draft mule
emerged from the truck into the bright television lights, a bewildered look on her
face. A sociable animal with a loud, distinctive bray and an endearingly comical
expression, she quickly became a favorite
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

of everyone. The blind mare with the terrible eye injury had to be led very slowly
and with much encouragement from the
top floor of the truck. It was heartbreaking
to watch. As she made her way down the
ramp, legs shaking violently with every
step, we wondered: how had she been
loaded in the first place, and what kind of
treatment would she have received at the
slaughter plant, where workers were unlikely to have much patience with slowmoving, blind horses?
By dawn all of the horses had been unloaded, processed, and placed in individual
box stalls, where they munched hay contentedly; we noted that all of them appeared
to be extremely hungry and thirsty. The
story was already front-page news in Syracuse; by early morning there was a steady
stream of visitors to the barn, inquiring
about adopting the horses and bringing donations of hay, grain, and blankets. The Agway company delivered several loads of
feed and other supplies. An elderly farmer
arrived in the afternoon with a truckload of
much-needed hay, announcing that he had
heard about the horses and wanted to do-

tion does not automatically guarantee compliance. Indeed, getting a
new law passed is just the beginning; making sure that people obey
the law requires continuing effort
and vigilance. Enforcement is essential to deterrence.
For two years The HSUS documented and exposed the cruelties
of the horse-slaughter business. We
investigated horse auctions
throughout the country and followed shipments across state and
national borders to distant slaughterhouses. In the process we
learned that, despite the existence
of several state laws setting strict
standards for the transport of
horses to slaughter, such measures
are too often ignored. New York
State has one of the toughest of
these laws. Yet our investigation
revealed that thousands of slaughter-bound horses were shipped
through New York in apparent violation of the law. Determined to intervene, we initiated undercover
surveillance of slaughter buyers.
Then we organized the New York
operation to send the clear message that those who defy the law
will face serious consequences.
This case produced considerable new evidence to support our
legislative and enforcement goals.
Jt will help us demonstrate the
need for a comprehensive federal
law to supersede the hodge-podge
of poorly enforced and sometimes
incompatible state codes. We can
show that federal protection is necessary because slaughter horses are
moved over vast distances for
many hours. More than 2.5 million
American horses, ponies, donkeys,
and mules were sent to slaughter
over the past ten years. The export
.trade in horse meat is greater than
almost anyone realized. But this
unpublicized industry, now exposed, can no longer profit from
such ignorance. We believe the
publicity from and educational value of this case, and our other efforts, will save many horses from
slaughter.
To accomplish our goals, we
have developed a strategy that has
(continued on p age 12)
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nate some food for them. He took a special
interest in one of the two large draft horses
and spent a long time stroking and talking
to her. Tears streaming down his weathered
cheeks, he explained that when he was a
boy, his father had kept a horse just like her
to plow the fields. She had been a member
of the family. The farmer returned several
times over the next few weeks to deliver
hay and always took some time to visit his
favorite horse.
During the first few days after the rescue, horses with injuries and other health
problems were treated by veterinarians,
some of whom volunteered their services.
A farrier from a nearby stable provided
much-needed foot care.
Over the next few weeks, we had an opportunity to get to know the rescued animals quite well. After following so many
trucks filled with horses we could not save
and watching so many horses meet violent
deaths in slaughter plants, we got great satisfaction from seeing these animals safe
and comfortable. How lucky they had been
to end up on that particul ar truck, just one
of hundreds transporting horses to slaughter through New York. How tragic was the
fate of the horses who had been on the
truck the week before and those on the
truck the week after; how near they had
been to rescue, and yet so far away.
One of the friendliest among the group
was the Shetland pony, whom we named
"Peanut." Suffering from diseased feet and
a respiratory problem, she spent the first
few days after the rescue lying dmvn in her
stall, covered with blankets. She always
seemed happy to see visitors, however, and
eagerly accepted the carrots we brought.
Another horse who won our hearts was a
stunning young Thoroughbred. Only five
years old, perhaps he had not been successful enough at the track to satisfy his owners.
The HSUS, the Central New York
SPCA, and the Humane Society of
Rochester and Monroe County have been
flooded with calls and letters about the
horses. The court hearings that have taken
place since the March rescue have been
well attended by both the media and the
public. At the conclusion of the first court
hearing, when HSUS staff and other participants began to leave the courtroom, they
were immediately surrounded by members
of the media who had been waiting in the
hallway. We noticed an elderly man standing alone in the midst of the commotion.
Hung around his neck was a sign on which
he had written "Save The Horses From
Slaughter." HSUS Investigator Reder handed him his business card in silent acknowledgement of his support, and the man
whispered in response, "God bless all of
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you who are trying to save the horses. I am
a former cavalry officer, and I know and
respect the bond between man and horse."
In May the fate of the "Syracuse ThirtySix" was uncertain. Officer Puffer of the
Central New York SPCA charged the driver of the truck with 171 counts of violating horse-transport and anticruelty statutes,
to which he pleaded not guilty. (No charges
have been filed against the buyer.) The
buyer had been trying to have the horses
returned to him since the day after the operation. The HSUS and the Central New
York SPCA resisted those efforts. The
HS US is committed to seeing that justice is
done in this case and that the horses are
saved from slaughter and adopted into caringhomes.
In addition to the New York State Police, the Central New York SPCA, and the
Humane Society of Rochester and Monroe
County, we thank the management of the
New York State Fairgrounds, the veterinarians, Agway, and the many volunteers who
donated their time and energy to help the
horses.
The HSUS is well aware that the solution to the tragedy of horse slaughter wi ll
not be found in rescuing every horse fro m
every slaughter plant and auction any more
than the solution to dog and cat overpopulation is building more animal shelters.
The solution is for everyone who owns a
horse to make a lifelong commitment to
that animal that precludes random breeding, selling, or trading and, when the time
comes, to provide a humane death. No
horse deserves less. It is the hope of The
HSUS that the reverberations of this case
will ultimately help save hundreds of thousands of horses, many as yet unborn, from
slaughter. To thirty-six horses en route to
Canada on a cold night last March, the intervention of The HSUS has meant the difference between life and brutal death.
As of mid-June charges against the driver of the truck still stood; a court date had
not been set. Pursuant to a court decision
to return the horses to the buy e1; the Central New York SPCA purchased all thirtysix horses. After screening potential
adopters, the SPCA placed all of the horses
in new homes, where they will receive lifetime care. The blind mare was adopted by
a local couple. Peanut was receiving visitors in her new home. ESPN's SportsCenter aired "The Life of a Racehorse,"featuring one of the rescued Thoroughbreds, just
before the Preakness Stakes in May.
•
Virginia Bollinger is HSUS director of domestic investigations. Robert Reder contributed to this report.

three main components. The first is
to work for the enactment of federal
legislation and compatible state
laws that stringently regulate the
transport to slaughter of all equines.
We have joined with the American
Horse Council and the American
Horse Protection Association to
draft a federal bill to prohibit the
shipment of foals, pregnant mares,
and sick, lame, or injured animals.
Other major provisions of the bill
require that vehicles have adequate
head room for large horses, separate
interior compartments to allow the
segregation of animals into compatible groups, and nonslip floors and
ramps. The proposed legislation
also mandates that the journey to
the slaughterhouse be interrupted at
appropriate intervals to feed, water,
and rest the animals.
Second, we are working with
Humane Society International to
diminish the market demand for
horse meat in Europe. By releasing
our undercover footage to European media and meeting with animal-protection groups and government officials, we have shown that
the consumption of horse meat in
France, Belgium, and Holland contributes greatly to the suffering of
American horses. Since Europeans
are particularly concerned about
the quality and safety of imported
meat products, we've pointed out
that horses are not raised for food
purposes in the United States.
Consequently, the meat may be
tainted with drugs that are strictly
controlled or prohibited for use
with animals raised for human
consumption.
The final component is our educational message to horse owners
themselves. We stress that foremost among the responsibilities of
keeping a horse, pony, donkey, or
mule is a firm commitment that
the animal will never be allowed to
suffer needlessly. For those who
can no longer keep a horse, we
provide advice for carefully selecting a new and lasting home. If, in
the end, a horse is injured or debilitated beyond hope of recovery, we
offer suggestions for euthanasia
and disposal of remains. Ultimately, however, it is the owner's duty
to ensure that his/her animal does
not end up in a slaughter
plant.- Marc Paulhus, HSUS director ofequine protection
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995
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HSIVIETNAM

AGRAPHIC
ACCOUNT
n May_ 1993, when I was in Africa in- trade embargo again st \ l etnam made the
vestigating the illicit trade in rhinocer- planned investigation an important one. It
os horn and elephant ivory, HSUS/HSI cleared the way for .S. trade \\itb iet- ,
received a call from National Geo- nam, including trade in primates. The
graphic television producer Robin United States is the large imponer of
Goldman. Impressed by our earlier inves- · such primates worldwide.
On January 4, 1995 . I arri,·ed in Hanoi,
tigation -into the Indonesian primate trade
(see the Spring 1993 HSUS News), Ms. the capital of Vietnam . to ~ · work. I
Goldman contacted us for jnformation on ·was accompanied by Tational Geographthe wildlife trade in Vietnam, particularly ic producer Margaret 1 E,·oy and amthe primate trade, for an upcoming Na- eraman Bruce Bernstein. By _ m ent,
tional Geographic spe~ial. She told us that National Geographic ,,.as ro _ ·w HSUS/
she had contacted numerous news organi- HSI access to its video ootage and sti ll
zations for video footage of the illegal ac~ ·photographs. In exchange I would -hare
tivities associated with the wild-caught my personal log with membe oT the
primate trade, without success. ·
Na'iional Geographic staff who had an inKitty Block, HSI director of legal re- terest in this investigation.
. search and development, discussed with
I was particular! inte
ed in the
Ms. Goldman the perilous situation faced Vietnam project because of m. · earlier
by Vietnam's wildlife and the critical role work in Indonesia on the expo of priihe United States
mates o Europe and
plays in its fate. Ms.
the Cnired tat . In
the Cni ·
Goldman had a request : could we
work together to
fi lm an investigation into the harrowing journey primates take fromthe
wi ld into the developed world? I knew
we were being offered an invaluable opportuni ty to
show the inhumanity inflicted on these
sentient beings to a
large audience that
neither organization
alone could reach.
Our answet to Ms.
Goldman was an~
enthusiastic "Yes!" ·
President
Bill The HSUS's David Wills (left) ana NoClinton's decisi@n tional Geographic's Margaret McEvoy
in 19'94 to lift the and Bruce Bernstein are on the move inte lligent and ·oeighteen-year U.S. during three weeks in Vietnam.
cially comple:"; ani-

I
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mals and import their foreign-born
cousins for sale to other countries. Those
imported are quarantined, tested, and habituated to humans. Their cost is then
marked up 10, 15; or 20 times what was
originally paid.
In our work in Indonesia we uncovered
and exposed the honific mortality rates
(as high as eight out 'of ten) and the brutal
methods of transporting and culling ani mals captured in the wild to fill the demand for primate research. In nations like
the Philippines, where habitat destruction
and human overpopulation have virtually
destroyed the wild areas, people have re·
sorted to the captive breed ing of primates
and the selling of the offspring. We saw in
Indonesia how several alleged captivebreeding facilities were in fact supplementing their exports with large numbers
of t'nonkeys taken from the wild.
None of this, however, prepared us for
what we saw in Vietnam. Vietnam is rife
with the suffering of animals. While the
people were warm and hospitable to us at
every stage of our journey, the misery we
saw them inflict on animals was overwhelming. We saw live hogs muzzled and
bound across the backs of motor scooters,
left in this condition for days at a time; we
saw poor, doomed dogs, playing with
their families ,one moment, then captured
and placed ii1 a basket on the back of a
bike, or tie~ and suspended upside down

from a pole, to be carried to their execution for food ..
Jt seemed ·as though the Vietname~e
kill every species that lives; or they sell it
into captivity and death . We ·saw bears,
monke.ys, snakes, dogs, cats, leopards,
lizards, turtles, ducks, chickens, porcupines, river otters, pang9lins, wild birds
by- the . thousands, sal11ba deer, muntjac,
ana gibbons_:_dying, confined, captmed,
or consumed. Much of what we saw was
photographed for the first' time by West- ~
ern cameras.
'I told Bruce Bernstein on one particularly gruesome day that I hoped he and
'Margaret McEvoy could make sure the
National Geographic audience witnessed
all that we witnessed. He replied, "I can
show them the sight, but they can't smell
the fear and feel the helplessness; no camera can capture that." .
At the very least, our collaboration will
have accomplished one thing: the truths
·about Vietnam 's wildlife trade, long hidden from public v-iew, will be lUdden no
lmi'ger. Some of what we learned follows:
• The trade in endanget:ed species in Viet- ·
nam is alive arid well , despite the nation 's
membership' in the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the
govermnent's passage of a law prohibiting
the trade ·in or capture of many species.
We obtained video and still documenta-
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A live pig bound and strapped across the back of a motor scooter merits only a passing glance from a young boy on a Vietnamese street.
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Caged ·puppies destined for human
consumption take a last ride on the
back of a bicycle.
·

tion of illegal trade at markets in several
cities, including Saigon, Hanoi, and Hoa

Bin11.
• The Ministry of Forestry (MOF) appears
to make no attempt to enforce Vietnam 's
wildlife laws.
·
• The government undertakes joint ventures- with commercial wildlife exporters.
• Members ofthe MOF authorize the capture of vast numbers of wild primates by
their business partners.
.
• A regional minister with the forestry department has possessed protected bears
and monkeys and engaged in gallbladder
trade and live-monkey trade.
• A major Chinese ·animal deiiler living in
Vietnam for the past thirty years could
"guarantee" us any animal we wanted
within thirty days.
A primate-export company admitted
that primates have been exported from
Vietnam to other countries (China, Singapore, France), then relabeled and reexpmted to the United States. Said the director of one. import-export company,
"We just relabel them as captive bred
from the country of origin." A U.S. importer was at that time consummating a
deal, presumably set . before President
Clinton lifted the trade embargo, to br}ng
one hundred macaques into the United
States by routing them through Bong
Kong.
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995 ·

A family of islandbred macaques huddles on a Vietnamese
beach. They _will
share the fate of their
incarcerated brethren (inset), who await
export for use in medical research or for
product testing.
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The success of this investigation is attributable to the cooperation and talents of
our entire team. Without t)Je assistance of
Ha Dinh Due, Ph.D., the Vietnamese prirna-tologist who accompanied !;IS, we would
never have been able to cover five .thou-

sand miles-from Hanoi to ' Hai . Phong,
from Hoa Binh to Saigon- iii twenty-four
days. Vietnanr is a Communist country.
You go nowhere, do nothing-especially
with cameras- without goven'lment approval rand a -recotd of, your movements.
I
.

cannot express now invaluable Dr. Du
was at every stage of the journey.
Margaret McEvoy and Bruce Bernstein were marvelous colleagues and
companions. They were .ecstatic at our logis!ical successes and our access to im-

~ HSIEUROPE
CRUEL TRANSPORT,
DRIFT NETS FOUGHT
ach fishing season thousands of
dolphins die in Italian drift nets in
the Mediterranean Sea. The European Union (EU) limits the fishing vessels of its member nations to 1.5 miles of
drift net per vessel. However, some Italian fishermen use nets up to 10.8 miles in
length. Fishing vessels from the United
Kingdom, France, and Ireland also violate drift-net restrictions.
For three years HSI has led the fight to
protect marine mammal populations from
drift nets. Using extensive documentation
amassed by HSI staff, The HSUS brought
a historic lawsuit to the U.S. Court ofln-

E

I

temational Trade in May, with the aim of
increasing pressure on the EU to enforce
its drift-net regulations.
The complaint was filed by the Sierra
Club Legal Defense Fund on behalf of
the lead plaintiff, HSUS/HSI, and coplaintiffs Defenders of Wildlife, Earth Island Institute, Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, and the Royal Society
for the Protection of Animals. It contends
that the U.S. govenunent has failed to implement the High Seas Driftnet Fisheries
Enforcement Act of 1992. The act requires the U.S. secretary of commerce to
identify every nation whose citizens or
vessels are conducting high-seas largescale drift-net fishing. Such identification leads automatically to a ban on imports into the United States of fish, fish

-

A striped dolphin is an unintended victim of a French drift net. Dolphins,
· sperm whales, and turtles are among the seventy-two species of by-catch
taken by Italian, U.K., French, and Irish drift-net fishermen.
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products, and sport-fishing equipment
from offending countries.
The need for such strict measures is
readily apparent. To catch swordfish, for
example, fishermen cast their nets at
night to drift with the winds and currents.
Only 18 percent of what they pull into
their boats is sWo(dfish. The other 82 percent is unintended catch, called by-catch.
Sperm· whales, dolphins, and turtles are
among the seventy-two species of marine
life trapped by drift nets.
More creatures are killed when they
become entangled in fragments of lost or
discarded nets, a process aptly termed
"ghost fishing." Thirteen sperm whales
have been found stranded on Mediterranean coasts in a single year; nearly half
were wrapped in drift-net fragments. Yet,
the Italian government has given no indication it intends to clamp down on its
fishermen.
Last winter, HSI (Europe) met with
diplomats and European Commission officials, who draft EU legislation, on the
drift-net problem. They expressed a
growing frustration over the failure ofEU
members to police their own fleets. In
April members of the Fisheries Council,
a working group of the European Council
of Ministers, the EU's executive branch,
met to consider the issue of drift netting.
Despite extensive documentation on the
dangers of oversized nets, they failed to
reach any conclusion other than to continue to study the problem.
Work continues in the campaign to implement humane-handling procedures
and to limit journey time for Europe's
farm animals bound for slaughter.
The European Parliament (EP), whose
members are elected by citizens of the
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ages and places seen by few· Americans.
They both say they are now hooked on
ani1nal stories, a strong indica.tion tha.t :we
did goo.d ~ork together. Both repeatedly
expressed their empathy for th~ suffering,
mental and physical, endured by the ani-

mals we ~w along the way. I believe the
N£!tional Geographic's story, when it airs
this fall, will be_ very sympathetic. to the
animals.
Finally, Kitty Block was integral to the
success of this project. Her energy, ere-

ativity, and strategic sense were invaluable
in a complex .international. operation that
should bring the silent suffering of countless animals to a shocked and sensitized
audience.-David K. Wi•lls, .executive di1'ect01; HSI

·,

EU, along with animal-protection groups
and members of the public, are calling for
an eight-hour transport limit, the elimination of veal crates, and other changes.
Leaders of countries such as France and
Italy view extensive reforms as a threat to
their farmers' livelihoods.
In April the Agriculture Council, a
working group of the European Council
of Ministers, proposed a compromise- a
labyrinth of regul ations, with different
journey-length limits fo r different speci es
and different ages . This is particularly unrealistic since there is only one veterinary
inspector for the EU.
The attempt at a compromise comes in
the wake of growing public and political
frustration over the conditions slaughterbound animals endure as they journey
through Europe or to AtTica and the Middle East. Overcrowding on transport
trucks and ships; lack of food and water
for thirty or more hours; and brutal handling are some of the cruelties such creatures experience.
Scrutiny of the veal-crate system has
increased. Under a 1990 law, British veal
calves must be fed a diet providing adequate roughage and iron and must be
housed in enclosures with a floor area
measuring at least 39 square inches. To
avoid these restrictions, many British
farmers ship veal calves to the Netherlands and France, where they are housed
and slaughtered. The meat is then
shipped back to the United Kingdom,
where unwitting consumers buy the inhumanely raised veal thinking it meets
British standards.
Recently, a committee of the European Commission conducting an ongoing
study of the veal-crate system agreed to
speed up its work. This formal sc-ientific
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review is just one
step in the lengthy
EU regulatory process. W ide sprea d
changes are in all
probability
several
years away.
In October 1994
the United Kingdom 's three major
ferry
companies
sropped transporting
farm animals to
mainland Europe until regulations ensuring humane treatment during transport are put in place.
Unfortunately, other
sea-going vessels did
not follow suit.
In January two
thousand demonstrators from all walks of
life began sit-ins to
block sea transport of
week-old U.K. veal
calves bound for veal
crates in the Netherlands and sheep Protesters against the live export of farm animals from
-bound for Belgium the United Kingdom march en masse through the
and France. Global streets of Colchester, England, in February.
media coverage of
the protests documented police manhan- though the British High Court ruled in fadling mainly peaceful demonstrators and vor of the exporters' right to use that airthe death of a protestor who fell beneath port and others, demonstrations ontinue.
the wheels of a slow-moving truck.
HSI is a member of the Belleri.-e
Some exporters are now shipping Foundation's Coalition for Farm .-\airnal
young calves by plane. Protests have in- Transport, a consortium of animal - rospan
tensified at airports, convincing the tection groups that has kept r.h~
CounCoventry City Council (England), which issue high on the EG .-\gri ul.
.owns the local airport, to ground such cil's priority list.- Bel. · Dribben. Esq..
flights originating from that site. AI- direct01; European Office. H I
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Yes, I would like more information on The HSUS and will planning.

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ State _ __ Zip _ _ _
Mail this coupon in confidence to Murdaugh Stuart Madden,
Vice President/ Seni or Counsel, The Humane Society of the
United States. 2100 L St. , l\'W, Washington, DC 20037.

This collection of labels is made for The Humane Society of
the United States by Colorful/mages. 50% of all sales go to
support The HSUS. Make checks payable to Colorful/mages.
ORDER TODAY•SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
MAIL TO: Colorful images, 1401 S. Sunset Street. Longmont. CO 80501-6755.
PHONE: (30:1) 651-2600 or FAX TO: (3031 682-7148 (credit card required).
1. Print YOUR name&: ad dress. This is what we'll print on your labels.

NAMf _ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ _ __
ADDflfSS _ __ _ __ __ __

_

_ _ __
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_

_

_

ZIP, -_ _ _ _

2. Select label styles fo r yourse lf. Attach additional sheets if necessary.
SAVE $1.00 PER SJ\'r, Variety Packs loo. when you order 2 or more sets!
#OF SETS ST!'LE #
DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT

3. Select GIFTS. Attach sheet with name and address of rec ipient,
style#, and wheth er to send gift(s) to you or directly to rec ipient.
#OF GIF'T SETS_

. Same price as orders for .lJOllrself $_

_

_

4. Add $1.00 PER SET for postage and handling.

5. PAYME"NT 0 Check 0 VISA 0 MasterCard TOTAL= S_ _ _
CARD#
EXP. DATE _ _ _
SIGNflTUIIE (required) -

-

- --

-

-

-

-

-

-
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ANIMAL-PROTECTION PROGRAMS
Public Education, Membership
Information, and Publications

Southeast Regional Director
Laura Bevan (left) assists
shelter workers in treating a
lost dog found in the aftermath of devastati ng July
floods in Georgia.
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In 1994 The HSUS promoted its programs and animal-protection issues through extensive exposure in
the print and electronic media. The perils of transporting pets on commercial airplanes, for example,
were detailed by The HSUS on ABC-TV's Good
Morning America, a CNN travel segment, and television's syndicated A Curre.nt Affair and in syndicated stories that appeared in the Washington Post
and the Boston Globe.
The HSUS's disaster-relief efforts were described in an Associated Press (AP) wire story after
The HSUS signed a cooperative agreement with the
American Red Cross. HSUS flood-relief efforts in
Georgia were publicized by CNN, the Atlanta Journal Constitution, and the Tampa Tribune.
The HSUS's opposition to Alaska's Iditarod sleddog race was announced on Good Morning America and articulated in an AP story and in USA Today.
Just before the Kentucky Derby, The HSUS released our documentation of the link between Thoroughbred racing and horse slaughter. Stories ran
across the country on AP, United Press International, and Reuters wire services and in the New York
Times and the Washington Post.
E en greater attention focused on our investigation into canned hunts; Scripps-Howard and the
AP ran stories nationwide, and television pieces appeared in Chicago; New York; Washington, D.C.;
and Houston. The related issue of hog/dog field trials received extensive coverage nationally on television 's syndicated show The Crusaders.
The New York Times and the Washington Post
covered the hunting-related issues of the crime bill
and the California Desert Protection Act. An AP story covered The HSUS's role in trying to thwart the
trophy-hunting lobby's attack on the
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA).
A number of newspapers, including the
New York Times,
Washington Post, Miami Herald, USA Today, and Philadelphia biquirer, focused
on HSUS activities at
the Convention on
International Trade in
Endangered Species
of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES) meeting. CNN's program Earthwatch also covered the meeting.
The HSUS produced more than 250 new or
reprinted items in support of its scores of program
and corporate initiatives. Scholarly monographs

were edited and designed for delegates to the
CITES meeting; an award-winning packet of marerials was created for the "Good for You" campaign
on eating with conscience; an array of materials for
our "Beautiful Choice" campaign was distributed to
retailers; and ads were created for publications
ranging from E Magazine to Rolling Stone, from the
New Yorker to the American Automobile Association Pet Book.
The HSUS News, the society's full-color quarterly magazine, broke the story on the HSUS undercover investigation of canned hunts and featured a
story on the society's horse-slaughter investigation
that built support for our federal legislative efforts.
The Animal Activist Alert kept its readers up-to-date
on federal and state legislation and supplied information for activists to use in their local and national
efforts on behalf of animals.
The HSUS established a video projects department in 1994. Videos in English, Spanish, and
French were produced for the CITES meeting, and
our music video was shown at a reception for the
CITES delegates. More than a hundred thousand
people watched The Eleventh Hour: An Investigation into the Crisis Facing Elephants and Rhinoceroses in Zimbabwe, aired by PBS to coincide with
the CITES meeting.
Other video projects included Animals in Peril;
Cooperation of Spirits (on our program in the
Navajo Nation); Stable to Slaughter (on horse transportation and slaughter); and Mexico Dog Overpopulation.
After the International Whaling Commission
(IWC) took the first steps toward implementing a
plan that could supersede the current world moratorium on whaling, The HSUS lobbied hard to include the strongest measures for the conservation
and humane killing of whales. We continued our
boycott of Norwegian products in the face of Norway's resumption of illegal commercial whaling.
A program was established to coordinate all
training activities of The HSUS; to establish standards of professionalism in the animal-care and animal-control fields; to develop and enhance curriculum material for training in these professions; and
to make reasonably priced training opportunities
available as widely as possible.
The HSUS provided more than six hundred
hours of training in seventy events in twenty-nine
states. Fifteen hundred people took advantage of the
training opportunities offered at Animal Care Expo
'94. We also offered specific instruction through a
five-day Animal Care and Control Basic Academy,
sessions on large-animal-cruelty investigation,
euthanasia-technician training, the human considerations of euthanasia, the basics of animal-cruelty
investigation, animal behavior for animal-care professionals, solutions to pet-behavior problems, and
humane solutions to urban wildlife problems.
Staff participated in and provided training at
state humane federations and state animal-control-

s
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association meetings in nine states, at the American
Veterinary Medical Association and at the Association of School Resource Officers.

HUMANE SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
The publication of Humane Society International
(HSI) President John A Hoyt's book Animals in
Peril, which documents the destructive impact on
wildlife of so-called sustainable use policies, was
the culmination of a year of intense preparation for
the CITES meeting.We organized the Species Survival Network to lobby on behalf of wildlife protection and commissioned and printed several important monographs documenting major cruelties of
international concern.
IJSI investigated and documented the existence
of the horrendous slaughter of sea turtles in Mexico
and Costa Rica. As a result, HSI joined with the
Animal Alliance of Santa Fe, New Mexico, to prevent the extinr.tion of the endangered leatherback
turtle at Barre de la Cruz, Mexico.
H§I helped to gain passage of European Parliament (EP) legislation calling for a ban on the use of
drift nets in European Union (EU) waters. HSI was
the catalyst in gaining introduction of a proposal
calling for the EU to prohibit commercial whaling
by member nations and ban commercial whaling in
EUwaters.
HSUS/HSI worked to counter the negative effects on U.S. animal-welfare laws resulting from the
North American Free Trade Agreement and the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
The trade-and-environment debate was revolutionized due to the public-awareness campaign led by
HSUS/HSI and other groups.
HSI launched a European campaign to end the
consumption of horse meat and continued to participate actively in efforts to reform EU laws regarding
farm~animal transport.
HSI helped provide documentation to continue a
five-year moratorium on genetically engineered (recombinant) bovine growth hormone (rBGH) and to
prohibit the patenting of genetically engineered
pl\l.n~§ arid animals ip the EU.
· asi 1continued its work with the United Nations'
Food and Agriculture Organization to provide training in humane-slaughter techniques and equipment
use in developing nations.
, H§I further developed and tested a chemical
steril<int on male dogs ·in Mexico and Costa Rica.
We continued to support the Asociaci6n Humanitaria Para la Protecci6n Animal de Costa Rica and
to fund a spay/neuter program in Jalisco, Mexico.
EARTH KIND
EarthKind developed close working relationships
with individuals in the World Bank, the Peace
Corps, the U.S. Agency for International Development, the International Executive Service Corps,
and other organizations.
EarthKind and the World Bank sponsored a
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conference at the International Monetary Fund
in Washington, D.C., that attracted business, government, and environmental-protection leaders from
all over the world.
Their discussion focused on energy-efficiency technologies
and renewable energy, reduction of pollution associated with
transportation, and
potential solutions to
municipal-waste problems.
EarthKind sponsored a major conference at the College
of Insurance in New
York that brought
together major U.S. insurance companies and European reinsurance companies to discuss the effects
of global climate changes on their business.
EarthKind worked through its offices in England, Russia, Romania, Brazil, and Sri Lanka to
promote its programs protecting endangered ecosystems and promoting sustainable development.

CENTER FOR RESPECT OF LIFE
AND ENVIRONMENT
Center for Respect of Life and Environment
(CRLE) staff responded to more than fifteen hwldred requests for information related to careers and
educational opportunities working for animals and
the environment and for information on steps faculty and students can take to "green" their colleges by
making them more environmentally responsible.
CRLE cosponsored the second annual Higher Education Project conference, bringing together academics to identify the indicators and principles of higher education for a humane and sustainable society.
CRLE also cosponsored a gathering of indigenous peoples' leaders and representatives of international development organizations to articulate
an indigenous peoples' vision of sustainable development that cares for all creatures. CRLE presented
an Earth Day 1994 concert by Paul Winter at the
National Cathedral in Washington, D.C.
Through its Theological Education to Meet
the Envirotunental Challenge program (TEMEC),
CRLE provided technical assistance and support to
theological institutions that are implementing curricula that bring together a concern for the environment and a concern for social justice and humane,
sustainable practices.
TEMEC also sponsored three national conferences that brought together leading theologians and
religious scholars to explore effective responses to
the environmental challenge.
Earth Ethics, CRLE's quarterly journal, featured
issues on genetic engineering, eco-psychology, nature and art, and sustainable development.

HSUS staff members field
questions from attendees
in the exhibit hall during
Animal Care Expo '94 ,
which was held in San
Diego in March.
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Cruelty Investigations
and Regional Offices

David K. Wills, HSUS vice
president for Investigations,
outlines HSUS findings on
the link between Thoroughbred· racing and the horseslaughter industry at a
press conference prior to
the Kentucky Derby.
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When Tropical Storm Alberto dumped twenty-fom
inches of water on Georgia, FloJ;"ida, and Alabama,
staff from the Southeast, Midwest, and North Central offices assessed the damage; rescued animals;
set up an animal disaster-relief center; provided pet
food to companion-animal own~ers; and worked to
get a flooded shelter back in operation. Our Southeast office conducted six major workshops on disasters. The North Central office headed a coalition
to develop a state disaster-preparedness plan for
animals in Illinois. Great Lakes office staff spoke
on disaster preparedness to Ohio 's Cleveland Disaster Team.
The regional offices were a major source of
training for local humane societies, animal-control
agencies, and related professions. Regional staff
participated in more than thirty conferences, workshops, and training sessions.
The regional offices worked closely with Companion Animals staff to monitor and improve
the quality of local animal-care-and-control programs through shelter visits, evaluations, and other
activities.
The Southeast, West Coast, New England, and
Midwest offices campaigned to increase the regional availability in grocery stores of eggs from uncaged
hens. For The HSUS's national Farm Animals
Awareness Week, Mid-Atlantic staff spoke at a celebration of organic and humane farming.
The regional offices worked with legislators and
local activists and provided testimony to enact
new legislation benefiting animals. Five states enacted or strengthened their animal-cruelty felony
provisions. Wyoming added a high-misdemeanor
provision to its anticruelty laws. Illinois strengthened its anticruelty law. Georgia and New Hampshire made it illegal to sell, give away, or possess
a wolf hybrid. The
HSUS worked closely with the sponsor of
the California law
that prohibits the sale
of down ers (farm
animals who cannot
walk or stand lmassisted). Virginia prohibited the bu ying
and selling of bears or
bear patts due to support generated by our
alerts to members.
With direct support from the MidAtlantic office, New Jersey introduced the first "animal friendly" license plates.
The Northern Rockies office organized a volunteer effort to remove barbed wire and a huge corral that denied wild horses access to a spring on a

wild-horse refuge . The West Coast office assisted
in the passage of a bill that made tripping horses in
rodeos illegal in California. A court injunction prohibited a notorious traveling mule-diving act from
appearing in Illinois: North Central staff networked
with local humane groups and alerted the media to
its planned appearance. Gulf States regional staff
assisted HSUS investigators in documenting the
cruelties associated with the slaughter of horses for
human consumption. New England staff met with
Vermont senator Patrick Leahy's staff to encourage
support offederal horse-slaughter legislation.
When we received information that a buyer for a
horse slaughterhouse was illegally transporting
horses through New York State to Canada in a double-decker livestock truck, HSUS investigators followed the buyer's truck to a slaughter plant. Undercover investigators obtained entry to the plant and
obtained evidence of the plant stunning horses using objectionable methods.
An HSUS investigation into hog/dog field trials
provided critical infonnation to attorneys general in
Florida and Texas, who rendered opinions declaring
the activity to be illegal. The HSUS responded to
requests for assistance from law-enforcement officials in other hog/dog field-trial cases.
HSUS investigators met with the staff of Texas's
Department of Public Safety and the USDA to discuss Animal Welfare Act (AWA) provisions that address interstate dogfighting and dogfighting publications and to gather evidence for new legislation.
Investigations staff also assisted law-enforcement
officials in dogfighting raids in several states.
We conducted an undercover investigation in
Wyoming .of one of the worst starvation and neglect
cases ever to come to the attention of The HSUS.
HSUS videotape demonstrating alleged continued
violations helped the parties involved reach an acceptable resolution.
The HSUS continued its large-scale investigation
of livestock auctions and stockyards across the
country.
Investigators attended rodeos all over the country, documenting abuses, including numerous violations of the rules of the Professional Rodeo Cowboy
Association.

Wildlife, Animal-Habitat,
and Sheltering Programs
The HSUS played a major role in retaining maximum protection for the African elephant and minke
whale at the CITES meeting. The HSUS successfully urged President Bill Clinton to impose trade
sanctions against Taiwan for undermining tiger- and
rhinoceros-conservation efforts, the first time a U.S.
president imposed economic sanctions against a
country to protect endangered species.
HSUS wildlife staff provided their expertise to
media exposing the cruelty of canned hunts and led
the efforts to pass state legislation banning cannedHSUS NEWS • Summer 1995
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Contributions to Th e HSUS are tax deductible to th e extent allowed by law.
Statement of Financial Position on December 31, 1994
Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

Endowment
Funds

Annuity
Funds

$6,651 ,539

$612,849

S552 .60 1

160.

1,540,511
15,689,502
9,734,164

1,458
62,494

( . 79
2,686A9 1

Total Assets

$33,615,716

$676,801

Liabilities
F und Balances

$2,359,347
31,256,369
$33,6 15,716

Assets
Cash and
Cash Equivalents
Receivables,
Deposits, and
Prepaid Expenses
Investments
Fixed Assets

Total Liabilities
and Fund Balances

Trust
Funds

Total
1994

Total
1993

$73,8 17

$8,051 ,630

$7,773,040

13,892
1,451 ,442

875,971
23,578,875
9,734,164

1,285,520
23,034,938
9,241 ,994

$3 ,231.31

1,539, 151

$42,240,640

$41,335,492

$676,801

$3,231.' I ,

1.539, 151

$2,359,347
39,881 ,293

$ 1,603 ,418
39,732,074

$676,801

$3,231.,1 '

1. "39, 15 1

$42,240,640

$41 ,335,492
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditures for the Year E nded December 31. 1994
Unrestricted
Funds

Restr icted
Funds

Contributions and Grants
Bequests
Investment Income
Sale of Literature
and Other Income

$ 16,934,571
4,033 ,646
1,909,80 1

$112,837

Total Revenue

$23,9 15,928

Revenue

.

$ 18,81 .

$ 12 1,511

%of
Total

Total
1993

517,072,408
4.033 ,646
2.229.412

70.04%
16.55%
9. 14%

$ 15,460,141
5,688,528
2,735,7 10

__6..: 0

1. 0~0 . 937

4.27%

606,824

.:: u -..:

- ~.3 76 A 03

100.00%

$24,491 ,203

.9~ 6.3 0..:

~ ~ - - "o

6.552,656

:_- ..: ~ . -t:- 9

11.3/ 0 o

__6 4.608

, ~

$ 18,8 1.

$26,157

.::

16 : __
948

$23 ,929,067

$27, 105

($ 13,139)

$94,406

Excess of Revenue
Over Expenditures

Total
1994

Trust
Funds

.--\.D.nu:i:ty
F d.s

1,037,910

Expenditures
Animal-Protection
Programs:
Public Education,
Membership Informa$9,960,148
tion, and Publications
Cruelty Investigations
and Regional Offices
2,753,459
Wildlife, Animal-Habitat,
and Sheltering Programs 2,608,572
Youth-Education Programs I ,071 ,059
Legal Assistance, Litigation, Legislation and
Government Relations
1,330,447
Bioethics and
Farm Animals
705,680
Gifts and Grants to Other
Humane Organizations
192,060
Payments to Annuitants
Supporting Services:
Management and General
1,832,800
Membership Development 1, 197,065
2,277,777
Fund-raising
Total Expenditures

8,674

Endowmen t
Funds

$1 .lH

$1 .

--,

!0. -- 0 0

I.OT 0..: 9

~A - "o

2. 19 .116
1.0 16.224

1. '3 0 .~ 7

5.49%

1.049,507

0 ".680

2.91 %

713 , 174

247,785
161,865

102%
0.6 7%

309,063
160,787

9_ 3~

1,887,170
1, 197,065
2,277,777

7.79%
4.94%
9.40%

1,936,749
2,721 ,89 1
1,681,400

.9 "9

$24,227,184

100.00%

S2 1,013 ,175

4)

$ 149,219

~

_ 6..:: _ ~

(H

S9 - l

( 3.

---

$3,478,028

The society's audited financial statements are available upon request.
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Jay F. Kirkpatri ck, Ph.D. ,
injects an immunocontracaptive vaccine-d eveloped under HSUS spansorship--into a wild horse
in Nevada, part of an innovalive attempt at effective ,
safe, wildlife fertility control.
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hunting facilities. Program design and facility modification were undertaken at The HSUS 's National
Wildlife Rehabilitation Training Center in Barnstable, Massachusetts.
The HSUS fought to prevent the transport of
twelve dolphins froma tl1arine park in Florida to a
private club in Honduras; helped in the transfer of
three dolphins to a rehabilitation-and-release facility in Florida; and led the lobbying efforts of animalprotection organizations for the reauthorization of
theMMPA.
In ongoing campaigns, we led the nation's antifur efforts through the dissemination of information, including coordinating the purchase of
billboard ads in cities across the country and purchasing ads in the New Yorker magazine. "The
Beautiful Choice,®"· Tpe HSUS 's effort to promote
consumer use of cosmetics and other personal-care
products not tested on animals, was supported by
thirty-six companies and thirty-three celebrities.
We presented a unique forum, "Good for You:
Choosing a Humane Diet," which highlighted the
ways in which our diets affect human health, the
health of the planet, and the lives of billions of
farm animals.
The HSUS completed its first full year of a Fire
Island, New York, deer-immunocontraception program to control suburban deer populations through
nonlethal methods. We began a wildlife-management program for the Maryland campus of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. We
completed a wild-horse contraception project in
Nevada with the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and a wild-donkey contraception program
with the National Park Service in Virgin Islands
National Park. The HSUS strongly endorsed wolf
reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park. Tens
of thousands of HSUS members and constituents
joined official HSUS opposition to Alaska's wolfkill program and led a tourism boycott in that state.
The HSUS Wildlife Land Trust was created to
protect wild animals
within their natural
habitats . It began
promoting a "shelter
without walls" strategy to combat the
destructive incursions of land development, logging interests , sport hunting, and commercial
trapping. Under the
leadership of John F.
Kullberg, Ed.D., former president of the
American Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, staff established the foundation necessary to respond to inquiries from potential donors of land and conservation easements and from other interested parties.

HSUS Companion Animals staff remained
committed to advancing humane standards for local
humane societies and animal-care-and-control
agencies. In addition to answering specific questions and fulfilling information requests from numerous local governments and organizations, we
conducted formal programs to. train personnel and
improve standards of care.
Fifteen hundred animal-care-and-control professionals attended our Animal Care Expo, a trade
show and education conference unparalleled in the
field of animal protection. Attendees met suppliers
of relevant products and services, chose from
among twenty-eight professional development
workshops, and participated in one of six .day-long
training courses.
Our newsletter Shelter Sense continued its integral role of educating and informing personnel of
regional animal-care-and-control agencies. Our Professional Animal Services Consultation Program
helped selected local governments and humane organizations improve their animal-care-and-control
operations. We assembled a team of experts to conduct an on-site evaluation of each agency and followed up with a detailed report.
As part of our plan to conduct model programs
that could be replicated elsewhere, we worked with
the Navajo Nation in New Mexico to set up three
one-day clinics; clinic personnel administered more
than three thousand vaccines and performed 275
spay/neuter surgeries.
We continued to educate pet owners and the general public about many companion-animal issues in
addition to pet overpopulation.

Youth-Education Programs
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
HUMANE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
The National Association for Humane and Environmental Education (NAHEE) established a department of education to provide resources and training
to humane-education specialists nationwide and to
unite these specialists with teachers, creating a link
to children in the classroom.
The readership of KIND News, NAHEE's
monthly newspaper for elementary students, increased from 650,000 children in 1993 to 790,000
in 1994. Adopt-A-Teacher promotional efforts
included participation in national education conferences and expos, promotional mailings, and workshops for grass-roots humane organizations conducted in eight HSUS regions.
NAHEE completed field tests of a humane/environmental education in-service training program
that provides post-graduate credit for elementary
school teachers. NAHEE was also accredited by
Connecticut's Department of Education to provide
continuing education units at in-service programs
throughout that state. As a result, NAHEE conductHSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

ed twelve in-service programs in Connecticut.
NAHEE continued to promote student membership in The HSUS and the formation of student
clubs through dissemination of the HSUS Student
Action Guide and HSUS Student Network News.
NAHEE also revised and updated its pamphlet
Guidelines for the Study of Animals in Elementary
and Secondary School Biology.

Legal Assistance, Litigation, and
Legislation and Government Relations
The HSUS continued its leadership role in advocating alternatives to animal use in research, testing,
and education. We continued to work with Congress
and the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences to make alternative methods of safety testing a government priority. The HSUS began collaborating with a major medical school on the study of
animals as p~tients, rather than as laboratory tools.
These clinical studies have the best interests of the
animals in mind, yet can generate data relevant to
human clinical situations.
We testified before a congressional committee
and worked for the Animal Experimentation Right
to Know Act (AERKA), a bill requiring the Department of Defense to adopt humane reforms and torelease detailed annual profiles of its animal research.
The HSUS continued to seek humane reforms in
the procurement and use of animals in higher education and acceptance of the right of students to an
education that does not violate their ethical concerns toward animals. Our staff publicized these issues by speaking at numerous universities and conferences, by having articles and letters published in
the print media, and by furnishing interviews to numerous college and mainstream newspapers.
The HSUS worked diligently in support of a
strengthened MMPA. Though several amendments
weakened the MMPA, we were pleased that the law
was modified to force the commercial fishing industry to reduce its kill of marine mammals to levels approaching zero.
We successfully lobbied for the legislative approval of the California Desert Protection Act,
which included provisions to designate two new national parks as facilities closed to hunting.
The HSUS supported the Rhinoceros and Tiger
Conservation Act, which was approved by Congress. We delivered testimony before various appropriations committees concerning the Departments
of Agriculture, the Interior, and Health and Human
Services.
We obtained more than a hundred House
cosponsors of legislation to ban the steel-jaw
leghold trap and successfully urged the Office of
the U.S. Trade Representative not to file a GATT
complaint against an EU regulation banning the importation of furs from countries allowing the use of
the trap. The HSUS also helped draft the Captive
Exotic Animal Protection Act, which would ban
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

canned hunts, and AERKA.
The HSUS had two stunning successes when
voters in Arizona and Oregon approved statewide
ballot initiatives to protect wildlife
from trappers and hunters. Arizona Officers and Directors of
citizens approved a ban on all lethal The Humane Society of the
trapping of furbearers on public
lands, 83 percent of the state. Ore- United States
gon citizens approved a ban on the OFFICERS
baiting of bears and the hound hunting of black bears and cougars.
Chairman of the Board
We provided extensive informa- 0. J. Ramsey, Esq.
tion for numerous bills in state legis- Chairman Emeritus
latures, produced data regarding ex- Coleman Burke, Esq.
isting laws, lobbied legislators, Vice Chairman
worked with local activists, and gen- David 0 . Wiebers, M.D.
erated support for bills by sending Secretary
tens of thousands of action alerts to Amy Freeman Lee, Litt.D.
our members. Successes included the ChiefExecutive
Georgia mandatory spay/neuter law John A. Hoyt
for animals adopted from shelters President
and the ban on the sale and posses- Paul G. Irwin
sion ofwolfhybrids in that state.
Treasurer
We successfully lobbied, provided G. Thomas Waite III
testimony, and worked with regional Executive Vice President
activists against dozens of bills that Patricia Forkan
were a threat to animal protection, in- Vice President/General Co unsel
cluding legislation that would permit Roger A. Kindler, Esq.
Sunday hunting in several states and
repeal the law-enforcement authority DIRECTORS
of humane officers.
Donald W. Cashen, Chapel Hill, NC
The HSUS supported state and Anita W. Coupe, Esq., New York, NY
federal legislation to ban leghold Judi Friedman, Canton, CT
traps, gaining 107 cosponsors for Harold H. Gardiner, Salt Lake City, UT
proposed federal legislation. We Alice R. Garey, Arroyo Grande, CA
worked vigorously to minimize harm Jane Goodall, Ph.D., Ridgefield, CT
inflicted upon the MMPA by last- Julian Hopkins, New York, NY
minute amendment proposals. We Jennifer Leaning, M.D., Lincoln, MA
continued to work for a stronger En- Amy Freeman Lee, Litt.D.,
dangered Species Act.
San Antonio, TX
The HSUS filed suit to block the Eugene W. Lorenz, Reston, T/,4
export of the Florida marine-park Jack W. Lydman, Washington, DC
dolphins, and we challenged the Virginia S. Lynch, San Francisco, CA
wasteful killing of fur seals on the William F. Mancuso, Greenwich, CT
Pribilof Islands of Alaska. We filed a Thomas L. Meinhardt, Cincinnati, OH
successful suit to extend the protec- 0. J. Ramsey, Esq., Sacramento, CA
tion of the Wild Bird Conservation James D. Ross, Cedar Rapids, !A
Act to more than a hundred species Marilyn G. Seyler, Mansfield, OH
of wild birds. We continued to chal- Paula R. Smith, Columbus, OH
lenge various aspects of the govern- John E. Taft, Ojai, CA
ment's destructive Animal Damage CarrollS. Thrift, Knoxville, TN
Control Program. We challenged as Robert F. Welborn, Esq., Franktown, CO
well predator-control programs in David 0. Wiebers, M.D. ,
BLM districts in the West and U.S.
Rochester, MN
Forest Service plans to allow preda- Marilyn E. Wilhelm, Houston, TX
tor-control agents unsupervised ac- K. William Wiseman, Arrowsic, ME
cess to national forests.
Some of the principal activities of the Office of the
General Counsel included preparing contracts and
other business transaction documents, advising on
personnel issues, managing HSUS trademarks and
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Patricia Forkan , HSUS
executive vice president,

other intellectual properties, advising the board of directors, arranging for insurance coverage, working
with outside counsel on defensive litigation, reviewing publications and
video programs prior
to public dissemination, and providing
legal counsel pertinent to the strategic
planning of a number
of new HSUS program initiatives, domestic and international.
The general connsel's office also worked on pension and
deferred-compensation issues, dealt with outside parties threatening legal action against The HSUS, responded to stategovernment subpoenas, and represented The HSUS
before government agencies.

and John Grandy, Ph .D.,
vice president, Wildlife and
Habitat Protection, confer
during the CITES meeting
in Florida.
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Bioethics and Farm Animals
We continued to compile documentation of anin1al
stress and suffering on so"called factory farms to
dispel the myth perpetrated by agribusiness that animals are better off in modern factory farms than in
free-range systems.
Our successful egg campaign brought uncaged
hens' eggs to major supermarkets.it1 eight targeted
metropolitan areas.
We celebrated National Farm Animals Awareness Week with a national radio tour, billboard ads,
and events at restaurants and farms .
We joined other animal-protection organizations
in successfully petitioning the USDA to ban
the hot-iron face-branding of imported Mexican
cattle and the performance of ovariectomies on such
cattle without the benefit of anesthesia.
We commented extensively on proposed California humane-poultry-slaughter regulations for the
first humane-poultry-slaughter law in the country.
We continued to expose the humane- and animalhealth problems associated with the use of rBGH and
to fight for mandatory labeling of dairy products
that come from cows injected with the hormone.
We testified before Congress for the inclusion
of guidelines for living conditions for farm animals in the formulation of national organic-farming standards.
We testified for.i1'1,lplement(l~i()n' ofa '.'no downpolicy .at stockyargs and. vigorously<continued to
lobby for passage (jf the federal Downed Animal
Protection Act.
·
· ·
We. worked with allies in the org~nit, alternativeagriculture, c an~ ,sus~imible-<}evelopment movements to monit()r and..bl?ck inappr?BPa!e applications ofte9hnology, such asg~1l~I!cengineering. Inc
the process 'Ye pgt ai!irnal welfar~qn .the agenda of

governments and development agencies and promoted the principles of bioethics as they relate to
agricultural practices, biodiversity, conservation,
and world trade policies and agreements.

SUPPORTING SERVICES
Management and General
The HSUS's support staff carries out the day-to-day
operations necessary to sustain the society's work.
The chief executive, in concert with the president, is
charged with administering the society on behalf of
the board of directors. Under the president's oversight, the treasurer prepares the annual operating
budget for approval by the board of directors and
oversees the society's assets, making disbursements
for expenses in accordance with approved budgets,
and maintaining the financial records necessary to
meet federal and state reporting requirements. The
treasurer's records are audited annually by an independent certified public accountant.
The society maintains a headquarters in Washington, D.C.; an operations center in Gaithersburg,
Maryland; ten regional offices; the National .Humane Education Center; and facilities for NAHEE.
The licensing of nationally distributed merchandi se continued to expand, the largest item of which
was HSUS checks, available from seventy-five
thousand bank branches. Calendars, greeting cards,
T-shirts, and umbrellas were just a few of the HSUS
products available in stores nationwide.

Membership Development
The HSUS is principally fqnded by annual membership dues and through contributions and legacies
from members and others. Without this generosity. •
and dedication, the work of The HSUS would not
be possible. The society produces and distributes
literature describing its goals and current endeavors
to a constituency of two million people. The society
provides information to the general public with the
intention of enlisting new members.

Fund-Raising
The HSUS must . earn the confidence of its
bers and donors if it is to continue to generate
resources required for operations. It does this primarily by educating the public regarding The ·
HSUS's many c acti~ities on behalf of animals and
the ways in which those efforts have made a difference. Primary publications designed to provide pub"
lie education and inforillation are HSUS News,
Close-Up Reports, · and direct-mail communications. The HSUS continues to succeed in enlisting
the support of an i11creasing constituency that shares
our concerns and objectives and provides lega ·
deferred gifts, endowments, and regulat contri
tions and gifts to underwrite our mission. ·
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Regislration

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Registration

7:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Cetacean Celebration:
Reception and Public Arl
ExhiliH Tite works oJ outstanding marine mammal arti sts will
be on display and available for
pmchase.
Special Book Award Presentation Tbe National Association
Jor Hu.mane and EnviTonmental
Education
Art Raffle Several pieces of marine mammal artwork will be
raffled. Only those present are
eligible to '1\rUl.

7:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m
HSUS Marketplace

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6
8:00 a.m.-2:00. p.m.
Hegistration ·

9:00a.m.
Welcome/Opening Remarks
Patricia A. Forkllri, executive
vice presidertl , HSUS, program
moderator
0. J. Ramsey, Esq., chairman,
boaJ·d of directors, H SUS
Paul G. Irwin , president, HSUS
Jolm A. Hoyt, chief execufive,
HSUS

10:30 a.nL
Panel Discussion: Limited
Lives- The tatus of Captive
Whales and Dolphins
John \1·. GrandY. Ph.D .. ' i ce
president. \lildli:fe and Habitat
Protection. H- L-s. modera tor;
Da,id La,\,u:ne. Ph.D .. International .\ farine .\ Iammal Association, Guelph. Ontario. Canada;
Toni Frohoff. .\1. ~ .. Dolphin Data
Base. Bainbridge Island. \11ashington : John Hall. Ph.D. , consultant, \l"alnm Creek. California
Audience Questions

9:15a.m.

1:30 p.m.
llwestigations L'pdate:
Captiws of Cruelty
Da ,,id \\·ills. ,·ice president,
bwesrigarions. HSUS
Audience Ques tions

10:00 a.m
Coffee Break

3:30p.m.
Cotl'ee Break

4:00p.m.
Noon
Lunch-{)n Your Own

Keynote Address: The Ca~e
against Captivity
Ra lph Munro, secretary of state,
Washington State

9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
HSUS Mm·ketplace and
Marine Mammal Art Exhibit

'
mammal scie,utist,
HSUS, moderator; William '1\·avers, " Born
Pree" Foundation, Surrey, England; Eiji and Sakae F ujiwru:a,
Elsa Nature Conservancy,
Tsukuba-Cakuen, Japan; Sigi
Luber, president, ASMS Working Group for the Protection of
Marine Mammals, Horgen,
Switzerland
Audience Questions

2:00p.m.
Panel Discussion: Against
Captivity-A Global Sea
Change
Naomi A. Rose, Ph.D. , marine

Panel Discussion: Opening
the Doors-Candidates for
Freedom, "Lolita" and "COt·ky"
Hichard H. Parinato, director,
Captive Wildlife Protec1ion ,
HSUS, moderator; Ken Balcomb,
M.S. , director, Center for
Whale Research , Friday Ilarbor,
Washington; Paul Spong, Ph.D. ,
Orcalab, Alert Bay, British
Columbia, Canada
Audience Questions

5:00p.m.
Adjournment

8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
pecial Presentations
"Adventm·es of a Whale
Painter," visual journey created
b ~- Richard Ellis, painter of the
Korld's great whales, New York
City; Fall from Freedom, HSUS
documentruy, produced by Stan
.\lin asian, Marrne Mammal
Fund, San Francisco
10:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
HSUS Marketplace and
.\1arine Mammal Art Exhibit

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Registration
9:15a.m.
Welcome/Introductory
Re~narks

.Patricia A. Forkan, progrru11
moderator
9:30a.m.
Address: Where Do<WWe Go
from'Here?
Paul G. Irwin
9:30a.m.-2:30 p.m.
HSUS Marketplace
10:00 a.m.
Coffee Break
10:30 a.m.
Panel Discussion: Wild
Again-coming Full Circl e
Dave .Phillips, executive dtrecror.
Eruih Island Institute, and president, Free Willy Foundation,
Sru1 Francisco; Naomi Rose,
Ph.D. ; Joe Roberts, Dolphin AlliaJlce, Melbourne Beach. Florida
Audience Questions
Noon
Lunch-On Your Own
1:00 p.m.

0. J. Ramsey, Esq. , inoderaror
Elections Committee Report
Election to the Nominating
Committee
Treasurer's Report

C. Thomas Waite III,
treasurer, HSUS
President's Report
Paul G. hwin

Washington; Wayne Pacelle, vice
president, Govenm1ent Affairs
ru1d Media, HSUS; Lisa Wathne,
PA\VS

Krutch Medal
John A. Hoyt, master
of ceremonies
Adjournment

2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Panel Discussion: Taking the
Initiative-Protecting Wildlife
in Washington
Mitchell Fox, Progressive Animal Welfare Society (PAWS ),
Lynwood , Washington, moderator; Mitchell Friedman, Greater
Ecosystem Alliance, Billingham,

6:30 p.m.-7:30p.m.
HSUS Marketplace
Reception/Cash Bar

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8
AU-day whale-watching
cruise through the San Juan
Islands: $75 per person includes
breakfast box (vegetarian); gourmet box lunch (vegetarian);
whale watching; profes~ional
tour guides; and taxes. Check the
box on 1he registration form .

7:30p.m.
Awards Banquet
Presentation of the Certificate of
Appreciation. the }run es Herriot
Award. and the Joseph Wood

LIVE IN A MOB ILE SOC IETY. FREQUENT TRAVEL , MUCH OF IT

by airplane, is becoming routine. With more people travel ing every day, stories of delayed or canceled flights, lost luggage, and overcrowded airports are becoming the norm. A
lost suitcase can surface a day or two later with no more
consequence than a trip to the drugstore to buy toothpaste. A delayed flight means little
more than extra time in the airport gift shop. But as more and more people become pet
owners- more than half of all households in the United States now have pets-and our
animal companions also become our traveling companions, these probl ems suddenly take
on new meaning. A pet lost during a trip means a member of our family is in danger.
How serious is this danger? How can a pet owner protect a beloved companion animal
during an airline trip? For years, The HSUS has been addressing these questions. Thanks
to the thousands of pet owners who have demanded that airlines treat their pet as

ore

than pieces of luggage, significant changes are closer now than ever before.
The stories of animals mishandled, injured, or killed during air transport haun
owner who has waited on the airport tarmac for takeoff in the hot summer. r
tered suitcase at baggage claim, or read a "flight delayed" message on an

ENSURING YOUR PET'S SAFETITL - THE -
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itor. In 1992 fifty-six puppies died on a
TWA flight on layover in St. Loui s, Missouri. The puppies, shipped from a midwest
puppy mill to pet stores across the country,
were found with bloodied paws, noses
pressed against their cages, teeth clenched
around the bars, apparently attempting to
escape. They died of suffocation in the
plane 's cargo hold. A few years earlier, thirty-two dogs shipped on a Delta Air Lines
flight and twenty-four dogs on a United
Airlines flight suffocated in cargo holds .
Animals being transported in large
shipments aren't the only ones in danger:
individual pets have fallen victim to careless airline procedures as well. Tn 1994
Kevin McGowan shipped his kitten
"Spanky" from Saudi Arabia, where the
little cat had been rescued, to his home in
North Carolina. Mr. McGowan researched
the trip for months, carefully planning a

route to include only one connecting flight,
acclimating Spanky to his travel carrier,
and getting Spanky the required vaccinations and veterinary documents, only to
have Spanky's carrier turn up in Amsterdam empty. The cat was never found .
KLM, the airline shipping the kitten, has
yet to offer an explanation ofSpanky 's fate .
Nanette Wilken 's cat "Dixon" suffered a
similar fate when Ms. Wilken shipped him
in a carrier with her other cat, "Contrary,"
on a Continental flight from Indianapolis
to Washington, D.C., last year. Contrary
made it to Washington's National Airport
but the carrier had been damaged and the
cage door put on backwards at some time
during the trip. There was no sign of
Dixon. Frantic, Ms. Wilken repmted her
eat's disappearance to the airline 's baggage
office. She was given a lost-luggage form
and asked to check off the type of "bag-

gage" she had lost. After months of calls,
faxes, letters, and searches, the heartbroken pet owner still mourns Dixon's loss.
Contrary, disturbed by the loss of his companion, is making a slow recovery.
"If the airlines are going to fly animal
passengers, they must take the responsibil ity for doing so. The longer they 're allowed
to conduct business as usual, the more animals will die or be mistreated while under
their care," says HSUS Investigator Steve
Dickstein. "At present, the airlines are not
even required to report an animal fatality
or injury to federal officials so an investigation can be initiated. If the airlines cannot ship animals safely, they should not be
shipping them at all." The HSUS is working aggressively to alert federal officials to
our concerns and has recommended to the
U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) a
number of changes to current regulations

WORKING WITH THE USDA TO PROTECT PETS IN THE AIR
THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT (AWA), THE
federal law designed to protect animals,
contains regulations specifically drawn to
safeguard animals transported by air. The
USDA, the government agency assigned
to enforce these regulations, is responsible
for inspecting airlines that transport animals, investigating any suspected violations of the AWA, and if violations are
found, instituting appropriate punitive
measures against the carrier in question.
Although the current regulations establish basic standards of protection, they
contain a number of loopholes. The
HSUS, with the encouragement of the current USDA administration, has been reexamining these regulations with the goal of
providing more effective protection for
pets shipped by air. Working together with
the USDA's Patricia Jensen, acting assistant secretmy for marketing and regulatory
programs, The HSUS is hopeful the
changes it recommends will be implemented as early as this fall. The HSUS is
also planning a public-education campaign with the USDA, designed to provide
the most current information to pet owners
who must transport their pets by air. The
HSUS's recommendations to the USDA
are as follows:
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•All parties that transport animals by air
must submit an annual report to the USDA
disclosing basic information such as the
total number of animals shipped, the total
number of animals lost, and the total number of fatalities. Under current regulations,
there is no reporting system that lets the
USDA know the current rates of compliance and violation of the AWA's standards
for animals transported by air.
•Airlines must notify the USDA if and
when an animal death occurs. Currently,
the death during transport of any pet
comes to the govemment's attention only
if the pet owner notifies the USDA. Many
times, a distraught pet owner is unaware
that legal recourse is available to him/her.
Until this regulation is changed, individuals and pet owners who witness or encounter any difficulty when shipping a pet
by air should contact: USDA, Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service, Washington, DC 20250, (202) 720-4031.
•All parties that transport animals by air
must provide training for all personnel
who handle the animals. The training must
be approved by the USDA. A few airlines
currently have training programs for their
employees who handle animals but others
do not. The HSUS 's recommendations call

for the USDA to monitor training programs on an unannounced basis.
•The USDA, in consultation with The
HSUS, should conduct a full review of the
current temperature restrictions and offer
clear, understandable, and humane limits
and guidelines. Many of the reported injuries and deaths to pets transported by air
are a result of exposure to extreme temperatures. Although current regulations offer
some guidelines for handling animals in
unusual temperatures, a number of loopholes exist. For example, current regulations allow animals to be exposed to temperatures lower than 45 degrees Fahrenheit
and higher than 80 degrees for up to four
hours. Under current law an animal could
sit in a carrier in I 00-degree heat for more
than three hours. Although the ail'iines
claim their internal policies would never
allow this to happen, it is still legally acceptable.
•The USDA should increase the minimum
fine and/or penalties levied against an air
carrier for violation of the AWA. The
HSUS is urging the USDA to continue the
recent trend toward larger fines because it
provides a financial incentive for the airlines to provide safe and humane handling
of animals transported by air.
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

UNTIL EVERY PET TRAVELING BY AIR ARRIVES SAFELY
AT HIS/HER DESTINATION, WE MUST MAKE AIRLINES
UNDERSTAND THAT PETS ARE PASSENGERS, TOO.

we would like to see put in place and enforced (see sidebar).
The HSUS helps pet owners bring their
complaints to the attention of the proper
government officials and in some cases
pressures airlines to help pet owners who
have experienced difficulties when transporting a pet by air. The HSUS 's primary
focus is to help pet owners who have yet to
embark on a trip with their companion animal. "Many pet owners who contact us
want a fair representation of the dangers of
flying with their pets, not just the standard
'everything will be fine' story they get
from the airlines," explains Janet Hornreich, associate for companion animal
care. "We help them decide whether they
must fly their pets by air and, if so, provide
them with tips on how to minimize the risk
of this kind of transportation."
How great is the risk? Statistics on how

•The USDA should require personnel of
commercial airlines to inform pilots, before their planes leave the terminal, if animals have been loaded into the cargo
hold. One pilot made an emergency landing when ground crew radioed him that a
cat and a dog had been loaded into an un~
heated cargo compartment. Pilots have
been known to receive permission from
air-traffic controllers to take off ahead of
other planes to avert the danger of pets
suffocating in an overheated hold. Pilots
can activate the ventilation system to provide needed air circulation in the cargo
hold before takeoff. Such life-saving
measures can be taken only when the pilot is aware that an animal is in the hold.
The HSUS's recommendations to the
USDA are moving forward, but we need
your help for the final push that will turn
them into formal regulations. Please
write to the USDA and voice your support for stronger regulations. Address
your comments to Patricia Jensen, Acting
Assistant Secretary for Marketing and
Regulatory Programs, United States
Department of Agriculture, AG Box,
Washington, DC, 20250-0109.-William
E. Long, HSUS deputy director, Government Affairs
D
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many animals fly every year and how many
are mishandled, injured, or are killed are
sorely lacking. After years of frui tless requests to the airline industry. The HSUS is
now demanding strict reporting from the
industry to the government. Although odds
favor a safe outcome for an animal traveling by air, even problem-free air travel is
stressful for a pet. Because of thi s, The
HSUS does not recommend hipping a pet
by air unless absolutely necessary.
If a pet owner must transport a companion animal by air, follm,·ing these recommendations can increase the chances of a
safe flight:
•Take a cat or small dog into the passenger
cabin with you. Most airlines allow such
travel, but contact your airline anier to
find out specific requiremen - for this option.
•Always travel on the same flight a your
pet. Some airlines may eYen let you ,,·arch
your pet being loaded and unloaded at the
cargo hold.
•Use direct flights when traY ling ''ith
your pet. Many mistakes oc ur during
transfers from one plane to anorher. and
chances of delay in getting your t off the
plane are multiplied.
•When you board the plane. notify th pilot
and at least one fli ght attendant that your
pet is traveling in the cargo holci lfthe aptain knows pets are on board h sh may
take special precautions to prot t your pet.
•Do not ship pug-nosed dogs and a- . including Pekingese, Cho'' C hO\YS. and Persians. Such animal s haw short nasal passages that do not give hot air a han to
cool before it reaches the lungs. They may
have trouble breathing regularly and rna~
not be able to get enough air in the oxygenlimited cargo hold of an airplan .
•If your pet is traveling during th hot summer months or in the winter. chaos flights
that will minimize the temperature extremes. Early momi11g or !at e,· rung
flights are better than midday flights in the
summer, and afternoon flight are better in
the winter.
•Make sure your pet has a thorough Yeterinary examination before the flight. and call
the airline to check health and immunization requirements for traYeling pets.
•Your pet should not be gi,·en tranquilizers
unless they are prescribed by your w teri narian specifically for air travel. Many

tranquilizers inhibit regular breathing, and
in the cargo hold of an airplane, this could
be fatal. If your veterinarian prescribes a
tranquilizer, consider giving your pet a
dose well before the trip so you can monitor your pet's reaction to it.
•Give your animal as much time as possible before the trip to become familiar with
the travel carrier. This will minimize the
animal's stress during travel.
What does the future hold for pets traveling by air? In addition to working with
The HSUS to change existing regulations,
the USDA is cracking down on airline violations as never before. A recent $140,000
penalty against Delta represented the
largest single fine ever levied against an
airline for violating the Animal Welfare
Act while shipping animals by air. With
additional fines of $60,000 against TWA
and $48,000 against United, says Steve
Smith, an animal-care technician with the
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service of the USDA, "the USDA is sending a
strong message to airlines that violations
can no longer be written off as a cost of doing business."
Airlines are recognizing the need to improve their performance. American Airlines recently agreed to pay Andrew Gluckman $15,000 for the death of his dog,
"Floyd," an amount unheard-of in this type
of case. Floyd died after being kept in the
cargo hold in 115-degree heat for more
than an hour. The settlement has made airlines across the country recognize that careful handling of pets must be a top priority.
With increased pressure on the airline industry from pet owners, animal-protection
organizations, and the government, pets
shipped by air may be finally getting the attention they deserve. But until every pet
traveling by air arrives safely at his/her destination, we must continue to make airlines
understand that pets are passengers, too.
The HSUS has recently produced a
brochure to aid pet owners traveling with
their companion animals. For a Ji'ee copy
of this publication, please send a self-addressed, stamped, business-size envelope
to : HSUS, Dept. Travel, 2100 L St. , NW,
Washington, DC 20037.
•
Rachel Lamb is HSUS director, companion
animal care.
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DURING ANIMAL CARE EXPO '95, IN 0 RLAJ'JDO, fLORIDA, WE SHADOWED TWO ANIMAL- CARE
professionals attending their first Expo. Here is a day-by-day account of their experiences
at the field's largest trade and education conference.

Thursday, March 30, 9:40 a.m.

BY JULIE
MILLER
DOWLING

Standing in the Expo registration area, Karen Bums, director ofBay County Animal Control (BCAC) in Bay City, Michigan, pins her Expo name
badge onto her uniform and joins fifteen hundred colleagues
from around the country carrying canvas HSUS tote bags and
flipping through Expo guides.
Ms. Bums is new to her agency but not to the field . Before
becoming BCAC director a year ago, she worked with the
Humane Society of Bay County as a cruelty investigator and
later as president of the board of directors.
She comes to Expo with specific expectations. "We've just finished a puppy-mill ' case
and are hoping to build a new faciliry;· she says, "So I'm looking to gain information on
everything from animal collector and puppy mills to facility design and planning. I also
want to meet new friends and business contacts."
That Expo is being held in sunny Orlando, she adds, is a great perk. "After the big puppy-mill case, I was looking fom·ard to a trip to Florida," says Ms. Burns, whose husband
has come with her to Expo ... I expect to come away from Expo refreshed, rejuvenated,
and ready to move my deparunent forward."

11:35 a.m.
Ms. Bums watches slides of negle ted animals cranuned in wire cages during her first
workshop, Dealing with the Chroni Problem of "Animal Collectors" in Your Commu. Designed to help a spectrum of people in animal care, the thirty-six Expo workcover everything from in\·estigating cruelty repmis to producing newsletters.
She jots down tips on fielding questions from the media. "The discussion gave
some good ideas about getting out the message to the public. I liked the suggestion that we emph ize that animal collectors are 'animal addicts.' "
On her wa_ to lunch. .\'Is. Burns stops to chat with several other participants. "I just got here and already I've talked to people experiencing what
we're expelien ing:· he says. Later, she meets a shelter employee from
North Carolina. \\·ho tells her about a new program his agency started. Ms.
Bw11S decide bed like to introduce it in her community. "He gave me
some great tip for starting a meals-on-wheels program to deliver pet
food to poor pet owners."

1:10 p.m.
the second set of \\·orkshop gets under way, Karen Samples arrives from the air-
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port, drops her bags off with a bellman, and heads to registration. "Already I'm wishing I could have arrived earlier," she says, looking over lilliii_ _ _llliiillllli• iliiiililll-111!
the day's schedule. "I have this feeling
that each Expo event I miss means one more animal I might not
be able to help."
Unlike Ms. Bums, Ms. Samples only recently became involved
in animal protection. A full-time journalist, she spends most of her
free time vobnteering with the Letcher County SPCA, which she
helped found a year ago in a rural Kentucky community. She looks to
Expo as a way to work her way into the larger network of animal-protection advocates and ideas.
She dashes off to two workshops- first, Small-Shelter Concerns, and then, Volunteers: How to Recruit
and Keep an Important Resource-that she's hoping
will help her fledgling organization. "My tiny group
doesn't have any volunteers, really," she says. "We
formed our board with a few people who were already helping strays. We 're so busy doing animal
work ourselves that we don't have time to recruit
help, so this is very timely for me."

6:30p.m.
Outside the main Expo entrance,
Karens wait with hundreds of other participants for the opening of the Exhibit Hall.
When the doors open, they face a dilemma:
do they walk around the hundred or so exhibits first, Jetting their eyes and tote bags
take in as much material as they can, or should
they first stop at the refreshment table to sample the tempting
drinks, veggies, chips, and guacamole provided by PETsMART?
"The exhibits are really great," says Ms. Burns, trying simultaneously to balance her plate of food and examine a tranquilizer
gun at one of the booths. "It's going to take me three days
Julie Miller Dowling is assistant editor, Shelter Sense. A version of this article has
appeared in Shelter Sense.

her husband, Robert, check
their Expo strateg)' 11ith
Rachel Lamb, assistant director
of Expo '95. This paae, top to
bottom: Karen Samples (left) checks
her workshop schedule ''ith The
HSUS's Julie Miller Dowling; HSUS
staff offer materials with a feline theme at
an HSUS booth; attendees queue up for
badges that provide access to b:po
events; HSUS staff do a brisk business in animal-oriented apparel
and giftware.
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pies soaks up information in an Expo
workshop. Below: Ms. Burns gets advice
on The HSUS's Professional Animal Services Consultation Program from Arnold
Baer, director of the HSUS New England
Regional Office, in the Expo exhibit hall.
The two Karens' paths cross only once
during Expo workshop sessions-at Animal Capture and Handling on Friday.

The hall is errorpacked with all
of exhibits offered
by suppliers of products
and services ranging from
materials to animal-capture equip"It's nice to be able to
at the products and exthe construction of
says Ms. Burns. "What I
appreciate is that the ex. hibitors don't just hand you a
brochure, but spend time with
you showing you their products and answering your questions."
As the evening progresses, participants
trudge through the hall weighed down by a
multitude of posters, magazines, booklets,
and other free materials distributed by exhibitors. "This tote bag is getting really
heavy," says Ms. Samples, holding her
bulging pack with both arms. "I'll be back
tomorrow."

Friday, March 31,9:55 a.m.
Back in the Exhibit Hall the following
morning, Ms. Samples visits with shelter
architect John Knapp of Madison, Wisconsin, to get some tips for building a shelter
in her community. Ms. Burns, meanwhile,
is chatting with HSUS regional directors at
the HSUS hospitality booth. "It's so nice
to finally be able to place a face with the
voice you've talked with so many
times over the years," she says. "And
it's not just the Exhibit Hall where
networking has helped. In fact, sitting in workshops before and after the presentations, I've talked
with people who have the
same sheltering problems as I
do. I realize I'm not alonethat it's not just my department that has these problems. For me, emotionally, that's very healing. It's
something that will help me when
I go back."

12:40 p.m.
Karen Burns, her husband, and several Expo participants relax at the Expo welcome
luncheon, switching easily from a di scussion about what might be in the rose-colored salad dressing to animal-control problems in their communities. This is one social gathering where everyone understands
the need to spay/neuter companion animals
and where bringing up over lunch the sub-

ject of cleaning cat cages isn't considered a
faux pas.
As the event, sponsored by ALPO Petfoods (a division ofFriskies PetCare), gets
under way, the voices of Ms. Samples and
Ms. Burns become entwined with a hundred conversations filtering through the
room. The keynote address, "Truly Humane Care and the Profit Motive: Can
They Coexist?" (Franklin Loew, D.VM.,
dean of the Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine), gives them fuel for
more discussion.
After lunch some participants relax in
the hotel lobby until the next set of workshops. "As T walked by, I noticed people
with Expo name tags deep in conversation
about their animal shelters," says Ms. Samples. "You have this immediate bond with
strangers, because there 's so much to learn
from each other. I've never been in a place
where small talk was so unnecessary."

5:45p.m.
Karen Samples and Karen Burns are seated in the first and only workshop they attend together, Animal Capture and Handling. Given their different backgrounds
and needs, it's not surprising that their
paths cross only once. "The good thing
about Expo is that, even though others may
be looking for something totally different
from what I am looking for," says Ms.
Burns, "everybody's needs are being met
here."
Although she worked as a cruelty investigator for many years and has captureand-handling experience, she wants to improve her technique and see how the latest
products work so she can help educate her
staff. "It was important for me to see a nationally known expert give demonstrations
on how to handle and use this equipment,"
she says. "The discussion about the legal
issues involved in equipment handling was
also useful, although I wish there had been
more time for hands-on participation."
Ms. Samples's county has no animalcontrol program or facility, so she came to
the workshop hoping to get a general introduction to the various types of equipment
available. "The presenter, Bill Brothers,
showed us gloves, traps, nets, and snares,"
she says. "I learned that welders' gloves,
which are cheap and used by some animalcontrol officers, don't provide much protection from bites and crushing.
"The equipment is fascinating," she
continues, "but I also want to learn about
capturing certain kinds of animals. For instance, what approach do you take with a
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feral cat? I think other workshops have
probably touched on that. That's the tough
thing about Expo-making choices about
what to see. It's great that we are able to
purchase tapes of the workshops we wanted to go to but missed."

10:15 p.m.
Ms. Samples and a few other addicts of the
TV show The X-Files arrive a little late to
the Flashback to the '70s/Disco Fever Party. "I didn't plan well enough to dig up '70s
garb before T left Kentucky," says Ms.
Samples, watching platform-shoed women
enter the room. "No matter: Expo director
John Dommers showed up with a bunch of
'70s shirts and hung them on the door to
the party."
They enter a dimly lit room with strobe
lights and watch as polyester-clad Expogoers try to remember how to dance to the
tunes from Saturday Night Fever. "The
group I'm sitting with is trying to guess the
names of the songs or groups," says Ms.
Burns, seated near the dance floor. "But
most of the time, our memories are failing
us-you know what that's a sign of!"

Saturday, April1, 9:35a.m.
Ms. Samples meanders through the exhibits wearing a look of deep concentration. She's trying to figure out the "suitcase
dilemma." The Exhibit Hall will be closing
in a few hours, and she wants to grab more
materials-even purchase a product at discount-but her luggage back in her hotel
room is already stuffed.
Ms. Samples's roommate at the Expo,
Tina House, has a novel solution: ignore it
for now. "I'm going back with an air purifier and I don't know how I'm getting it
back," laughs Ms . House, executive director of the Humane Society Serving Clark
County in Springfield, Ohio. "But I saved
at least $250 buying it here ."
Ms. Samples examines an unusuallooking product at the Animal Care Equipment and Services (ACES) booth. "I wonder what you do with something called a
' cat grasper'?" she ponders, testing the
product on thin air. An ACES exhibitor
demonstrates the equipment, telling her he
uses it for getting animals out of tight
spaces or for moving dead animals.
From the exhibitors' point of view, the
show enables those who provide products
and services to talk with people who use
them in the field. "T go to about fifteen
shows a year," says Ted Larsen of Dur-AFlex, which makes floor coverings for organizations ranging from animal shelters
to hospitals. "This has been the best attendHSUS NEWS • Summer 1995

ed- with people showing the most enthusiasm-of any I've seen in a long time. We
came here Thursday " ·i th ,,·hat ,,-e thought
was enough literature to last the ,,·hole
show, but we ran out on th firs t night and
had to get more."
With all the activity. it is easy to lose
track oftime. "I was getting so mu b out of
looking at the exhibits that be ore I kne'
it, the hall was closing.'" ays :\1 . Burns.
"They practically had to kick me out...

8:20p.m.
Karen Burns stands in a circle \\ith other
Expo-goers as people demon::.t:rar tbe a tivities in the Animal Care O~mpic--a
friendly competition sponsored y .-\CE .
featuring beat-the-clock gam - using acrual animal-control equipmenL om
pie
around her look intensely ompe ·m·e: mhers, like Ms. Burns herself. are a;.ing hard
to keep a straight face.
"I admit apprehension here_·- say: . ls.
Samples as she listens to tbe
oun cr describe each event. "I can ·r do ip0!1S much
li,less do them with cat gras ""'
traps. But I guess that · th i ·
hind
these Olympics: beside m · g
look ridiculous, they gi,·e - ~ equipment used to control <lll.Llilc.u
At one event parti cipants ""- · g
catch a rubber ball represen · = _
then let it out again. The mo
catch and release, the more
"Hey! This is hard," say''I'm out of breath from Ia
I've killed the ball."

certificate of completion for a
course, as will the _"I E'\.nn.-on~
ing Sunday's three other
Dealing with the Is ue - and me _
Your Shelters and in \ our Communitv:
Shelter Design and Planning: and PreYenting and Sohing Dog- and Cat-Beha,ior
Problems.
Although she \YaS interested in all four
courses offered on Sunday. :\1s. amples
saw the fun d-rai -ing course as most immediately useful to her organization's effori s

to raise money for an animal-care program.
"I can see I'm in the right place," she says.
"My group hasn't done much fund-raising
yet; we've only recently applied for tax-exempt status."
Ms. Burns, too, is hoping to build a new
facility in her county, but as a director for a
government agency, her focus is on the nitty-gritty of building a shelter rather than on
fund-raising. She chooses Shelter Design
and Planning. "This is an excellent program," she says. "The information about
engineering and contracting plans and the
need to be specific will stick in my mind
when we get closer to building our new
shelter."

5:05p.m.
Expo over, Ms. Burns lingers in the hall
with other participants. "I realize that, although this was a big learning experience,
it was also a sharing experience," she says,
as she heads for the pool to start her vacation. " It made me feel good that people
from humane societies seeing my uniform
fel t comfortable coming up to me to talk
about how humane societies and govemment agencies can better work together.
We ·re all caring people. It doesn't matter
what jobs we're doing-they 're all hard
job . The more we can work together and
network. the easier our j obs can be."
:\I . Samples sits outside with participan - \\·ho. like her. are leaving the nex t
morning to retum to work. They weigh
~ir o ·ons for a last night of entertaine:rr: :hey ould a;.· our Disney's Paradise
Is~ an area illed '' i th restaurants, bars,
e lubs. ea h with a different
-~ e: the'" could ear dinner at the famed
Planer Holl~ wood, decorated with photos
and mementos from Hollywood films; or
mey ould eat at a local restaurant, then rela-.;: in their hotel rooms.
, fs. Samples and some Expo friends
end up dining on veggie burgers at Planet
Hollywood and then returning to the hotel
for a card game of Go Fish. "At some
point, of course, we talked about our animals," says Ms. Samples. "I mentioned my
own dog, a stray who had been hit by a car
and rescued-lately she had been having a
diarrhea problem. Oops! I thought, I
shouldn 't be talking about this in public!
When I apologized, though, everyone gave
me a puzzled look. Then it hit me: Why am
I sorry? Everybody here understands." •
1
A puppy mill is a mass, commercial, dog-breeding
establishment where dogs are kept in inhumane conditions.
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The challenge face<i by islands" is a .
microcosm of the ' ~~setitial challenge;
faced by all nations: to ent;ui·e that
opment is humane, just~> and sustainable.
Just as u s. states
as laboratories ,for
democracy, so, too,doisl3i1dsactaslabo::
::r<~tories .for itmovative 'eJSgehjnents . in .
. "tairiaqility, proving
a $illa.iler . . '
"futUre economic systems'neecfnot ·
with the natural world:
·
·

act

on

been enriched by
these unique treaworld. The iguanas of
influenced Charles

life as we

ast~tmg loss

of animal species, we must
str~rtgthen the local capacity of fndians
wjJo;Jive in_the forest. Cultural diversity is
linked inextricably to biological diversity.
We ·.must enswe that environmental jus' tice. iS" afforded to Inctians and local in, , di~en§~s peoples, for they are often the
best 'pr(Jte.ctors ofthe primeval forests and
· ''thi:drtlrnals that depend upon the forests
.:· .for; tlieir very survival," observes Dr.
Meriezes . .
· .. ' \J:ii~ concern for environmental justice
·:,·i· ~xt~p~s ~bey.<md>th~' {orests of Brazil. It
' reson~tes ,whenever leaders of island na'iiqnS', w~~ that gl~l;?al ~arming could
drowi{th~ir countries. It arises whenever
, ·:wQrld· health autho'f.ities deplore contaminate? water that kills millions of children
yim[i , ;ye~r.. It manifests ··itself whenever
'Afiicari, leaders witness environmental
· abu§es, such as overgrazing by livestock,
_tlireat~m<d ' . that.fe.~d to desertification .
. · Iii~ ¢e ·fina.l analysis, . environmental
prot~yti99 . ~nd " ~l1imal prote.ction cannot
sricceeq''unle§s people of ail cultures ·and
walks . of life '•an{ empowered to .save
: ilie!l1selves and · their communities- in:nn~set·va:tion of ' 'Cludlng the animals' and plants-and the
~;~T~l~l~9~.f~~~.l):tl~~·
' ~if,:\y~tfr, soil, and fore~ts that they share.

•'all

·. 2 jqr[ZCA. · Hartke: E~Cf.·, executive director,

.Eilrthf<;ind (USA) · ·
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12 full-color images of some of the most lo
baby animals you've ever seen make tllis 1
12-month calendar irresistible. 12" x 12".
5D-508 $9.99 (Members $8.99)

E. HSUS YEAR-IN-A-Box CALENDARS
These 1996 daily calendars feature color
photos of a full year's worth of canines or
felines. Includes helpful pet care tips and
interesting facts. 6" x 5".
$9.99 (Members $8.99)
Cats 5B-560
Dogs 5B-570

A. ANIMALs: IT's THEm WoRLD Too

T-SIDRT
If you're looking for a way to show vour
Jove of animals, this 100% co non crewneck T-shirt will suit you to a tee! Green.
Made in the USA. S (34-36); M (38-40);
L (42-44); XL (4648)
4A-619 $12.50 (Members $1100)

F. CAT LoVERS T -SIDRT
Show your love of cats by w
tllis purrrfectly designed shirt
The HSUS. Made in the USA of I •
cotton. Printed on back: " rti w _ u =
It's Their World Too. " White.
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46--H>
SR-628 $19.95 (Members Sl - -=

B. FRIENDS T -SIDRT
Be up front about your Jove for comp anion
animals with this 100% conon crew-neck
T-shirt. White with multi-colored artwo rk
by Minli Vang Olsen. Pre-shrunk. Made in
the USA. S (34-36); M (38-40) ; L (42-44):
XL(4648)
4A-628 $13.35 (Members $1200)

c

G. DOG LoVERS T-SIDRT

FREE with $50 Purchase

A delightful tribute to our canine
friends, this exclusive tee is sure to
have everyone barking with approval.
Made in the USA of 100% conon.
Printed on back: "Animals .. .It's Their
World Too. " Natural. M (38-40),
L (42-44), XL (4648)
5R-638 $19.95 (Members $17.95)

C. DOIPIDN PLUSH
You'll flip for this playful plush dolphin.
Cute and cuddly ... and oceans of fun!
An adorable playmate for kids of all ages.
12". Also available to purchase.
4M-317 $15.95 (Members $14.00)

CALL TOLL FREE

1·800·486·2630
Mon.-Sat., Bam-midnight, Sun. 9am-10pm, EST

G

H, J, K. HSUS WAll CALENDARS
Whether you want clogs, cats or horses. YOu
are sure to find a calendar you·u enjo,·looki..ng
at for all of 1996. Each 16-momh calendar is
printed on 100% recycled paper and features
13 captivating full color linages. Made in the
USA. 12" X 11".
$10.99 (Members $9.99)
SB-530 Horses
SB-520 Dogs
SB-510 Cats

M. DoG MONTAGE UMBRELlA

The next tin1e it rai11s cats and dogs, you'll
be ready with this generously sized umbrella.
With its fanciful multi-dog pattern, it is tmly_
a breed apart! 48" open.
Wood shaft. Burgundy.
4S-006 $25.95
(Members $22.95)
Also available: 15 "
folding automatic
umbrella. 43" open
Black plastic
banclle.

L

45-016
$22.95
(Members
$19.95)

L.

NEW! VINTAGE NoTE CARDs

Enjoy the third edition of 20 assorted blank note
cards and envelopes. Perfect for any occasion,
th.is set contains a mix of contemporary and
.uchival black-and-white photography featuring
he close bond between people and aninuls.
~ · X

CALL TOLL

1·800·486·2630
Mon.-Sat., Bam-midnight, Sun. 9am - 10pm, EST

7".

5E-542 $18.95 (Members $16.95)

f· -_
.

.\.

·..

~~- -

Show your support of the animal protection
efforts of The HSUS with tllis 11-ounce ceramic
mug feamri11g seal, clog, cat, and cow faces.
.\1akes a great gift! White with 4-color i111ages.
41-411 Mug 59.95
()1embers 58.95)
41-414 Set of
Four sr.95

Yes! I want to "adopt" Keiko.

Please send my Free Willy Adoption
Kit(s) at $21.25 each (plus $4.00 each for shipping and handling).

I enclose$
for
kits.* I om enclosing an additional contribution
of$
to further assist The HSUS/FWF. I understand that this contribution is
tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
Method of Payment:

C Check

O VISA

Account#

0

MasterCard

Exp. Date

newsletter. bumper sticker, sticker set, and adoption certificate. And if you order the kit fl·om The
HSUS. you 'II also receive a field guide to orcas
and a special "mystical" whale amulet (featured
in Free

Jt'il~v

2). Be a part of this historic effort to

Signature
Name

..Free Willy'': Order your kit today! All proceeds

Tel.# (day) (

will go to the Free Willy Foundation.

Address
City

State

Zip

All orders must be prepaid ; checks payable to The HSUS/FWF. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Mail to:
Free Willy Foundation, c/o The HSUS, 2100 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037
• Stole llc.lles tax: CA (7.25%), CT {6%), FL (6%), IL (6.2!5%), MD

( 5~).

MO {6 . .5%), NJ (6%), OH (5%), TN (8.25 %), TX (7% ), VT {5%), WV (6%), Wash., D.C. {5.75%)

Give the gift of freedom.
Nonprofit Org.
U.S. Postage

PAID

The Humane Society of the l'nited States
2100 L Street, N\V, Washington, DC 20037
Address Correction Requested
Save Time!
• Affi.."\: label to envelope
or order coupons in
magazine
• l ' se it to change your
aclcl"ress
• l'se it when writing
about a membership
problem

The Humane Society
of the
United States

